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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of this report
This report provides a summary of the consultation undertaken between 21 August and 16 October
2017 on options for a possible new motorway junction on the M4 between Junctions 18 and 19
(Junction 18a) and an associated link road to the A4174 Ring Road. It provides information on:
•

The consultation events held

•

The overall number of responses received

•

The preferences expressed and feedback given via questionnaire

•

The feedback received via letters and emails

•

Other feedback received

•

Feedback in letters received before the start of the consultation period

ft

This report is intended to be a stand-alone document providing a factual overview of the range of
issues and concerns raised during the consultation. The output of the feasibility study is the Strategic
Outline Business Case for the scheme with associated supporting documents including:
This Consultation Report

•

The Option Assessment Report

•

Combined Modelling and Appraisal Report
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1.2 Context

In August 2016, the Department for Transport (DfT) granted funding for South Gloucestershire
Council (SGC) to undertake a feasibility study to look at linking the M4 with the A4174 Avon Ring
Road and providing a new Junction 18a on the M4. In November 2016, South Gloucestershire
Council engaged consultant CH2M to undertake this feasibility study.
Part of the study process, in line with DfT’s requirements, has been to:
•

Examine alternative options

•

Assess how they meet the scheme objectives

•

Assess if they are feasible

•

Consider if they provide value for money

•

Establish if they would be deliverable

As part of the study, South Gloucestershire Council facilitated a public consultation on potential
options for the location of the new junction and link road, plus directly associated improvements to
the existing transport networks. The consultation ran from 21 August to 16 October 2017.
Following an initial sifting of options, the consultation focussed on:
•

A Western route – Which would move the M4 north to provide space to build a new junction to
be built opposite Lyde Green. This route then uses an improved Westerleigh Road to link to the
A4174 Ring Road. Under this route, improvements would be made to the Ring Road junction as
far as the Hicks Gate junction with the A4 Bath Road.

1

•

An Eastern route – Which would locate a junction to the north of Pucklechurch and a link road
to the north west of Pucklechurch. This route would require the creation of a new road, but the
junction could be accommodated without the need to move the M4.

The Eastern route had two sub-options:
•

Eastern Alignment A – Would route a new link through open countryside to the west of
Pucklechurch.

•

Eastern Alignment B – Would route a new link through Pucklechurch.

The consultation documents recognised that Alignment B would be difficult to deliver without
severe adverse impacts on the local community, but given that a draft alignment had been published
by a third-party in advance of the consultation, it was included within the consultation so that the
public’s views could be heard.
The purpose of the consultation was to allow an opportunity for the public and interested parties to
express their views and to share opinions on issues, opportunities and constraints so that these
could be used to inform the study and, if the scheme progresses, inform future scheme
preparations.

1.3 Overview of consultation
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1.3.1 Format of the consultation

During the consultation period, the following information was made available on the SGC webpage:

•
•
•
•
•

A consultation document, explaining the background and the proposals (available via
www.consultations.southglos.gov.uk/gf2.ti/-/834018/29400325.1/PDF//M4_J18a_Link_Study_brochure_v_1_0.pdf )
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•

Frequently asked questions (FAQs) setting out further background information
Phase 1 report, showing how the scheme objectives have been developed
Equalities Impact Assessment, looking at the potential impacts of the project on equality
An online questionnaire (available via www.consultations.southglos.gov.uk/gf2.ti//834018/29329733.1/PDF/-/M4_J18a_Questionnaire.pdf )
A version of the questionnaire that could be printed and submitted via email or post

The consultation questionnaire included 18 questions in a mixture of ‘closed’ and free text
questions:
•

Q1 asked how often respondents use local roads

•

Q2 asked how often respondents would use a new J18a and link road

•

Q3 asked respondents to state their preferred route for the location of J18a and the link
road to the A4174

•

Q4 asked respondents to explain the reasons for their preferred route (free text)

•

Q5 related specifically to an eastern route and asked which alignment (A or B) was preferred
if this was to be constructed

•

Q6 asked respondents to explain the reasons for their preferred alignment (free text)

•

Q7 and 8 looked at the potential impacts of both the Western (Q7) and Eastern routes (Q8)

•

Q9 was an opportunity for other comments (free text)
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•

Q10 to 13 asked for information about the respondent including whether they were
responding as an individual, or on behalf of an organisation, their home postcode and the
postcode of their most frequently travelled to destination

•

Q14 to 18 collected additional information on age, gender, disability and ethnicity

1.3.2 Public exhibitions and briefings
During the consultation period seven public exhibitions were held, as listed in Table 1-1. At these
sessions, members of the project team were available to discuss the proposals and answer
questions. In total, over 800 people were recorded as attending.
Table 1-1: Public exhibitions

Date and time

Pucklechurch Community Centre,
Abson Road, Pucklechurch, BS16
9RH
St Anne’s Church Hall, Gibbs Lane,
Siston BS16 9LT

Tuesday 5 September, 1pm to
7.30pm
Wednesday 6 September, 6pm
to 9pm

98

Westerleigh Village Hall, Shorthill
Road, Westerleigh, BS37 8QN

Monday 11 September, 4pm to
6.45pm

119

Thursday 14 September, 1pm
to 7.30pm

82
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Emersons Green Village Hall,
Emerson Way, Emersons Green,
BS16 7AP

Number recorded as
attending
295

ft

Venue

Shire Way Community Centre,
Yate, BS37 8YS

Tuesday 19 September, 4pm to
7pm

90

Bristol and Bath Science Park, Dirac
Crescent, Emersons Green

Wednesday 20 September,
12pm to 2pm

38

Warmley Community Centre, 20
Deanery Road, Warmley, BS15 9JB

Thursday 21 September, 4pm
to 7pm

82

Total recorded as attending 804

1.3.3 Publicity
The consultation was advertised by SGC who:
•

Contacted a wide range of stakeholder organisations and representative groups, as well as
statutory consultees

•

Contacted the Council’s Community Engagement Forums

•

Advertised the consultation and exhibitions on social media

•

Issued a press release on 18 August, and there were a number of news items regarding the
consultation in the local press during the consultation period

•

Emailed everyone who had responded to previous online South Gloucestershire Council
transport and environmental consultations and who asked to be kept informed of similar
consultations

In addition, town and parish councils and several local groups advertised the consultation and
encouraged attendance and feedback.
3

1.4 Feedback received
Feedback was submitted to SGC via a variety of mechanisms:
•

Questionnaires submitted via the Council’s website

•

Questionnaires received by hard copy via post

•

Letters

•

Emails

•

A list of names objecting to the Eastern route

Table 1-2 summarises the overall level of response.
Table 1-2: Overall level of response

Number

Attendance at exhibitions

804

Number of questionnaires received (total of
both online and hard copy)

1275

Number of organisations/businesses who
submitted letters and emails

39

Number of members of the public who
submitted letters and emails

232
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Type

Number of names on the list provided by MPs
calling for the Eastern route to be dropped

2,102

Some correspondence was received in advance of the formal start-up of the consultation on 21
August. This totalled 45 items containing comments based on draft maps published by a third-party
without supporting information. This feedback is discussed in Section 5.

1.5 Method of analysis

The feedback received has been analysed in different ways, depending on its original format.
•

Quantitative data – Responses to ‘closed’ questions within the questionnaire are reported
factually and in numerical format. It is important to note that this data does not represent a vote
on any of the routes or alignments.

•

Qualitative data – The majority of the feedback received is qualitative in nature and comprises
open text responses, provided both on the questionnaire and via emails and letters.

The qualitative feedback has been summarised for reporting within this document. To ensure that
this report provides a manageable summary, comments have been grouped and paraphrased. The
purpose of this summary report is to provide an overview of the type of comments raised and the
range of issues noted. Therefore, where the same comment was made multiple times this is
reported once only. However, in summarising the comments, care has been taken to retain details
(for example road names and locations) so that comments retain meaning and context. More
information on the detailed methodology used is provided in each section of this report.
Where comments are listed and summarised, they have been grouped under the following headings
(in no particular order) which reflect the topics that the DfT Business Case guidance advises for a
study of this type:
4

•

Strategic – Including issues relating to the case for change, the rationale and the strategic fit

•

Financial – Including issues relating to the affordability of the proposal

•

Management – Including issues related to delivery. For the purposes of the reporting of the
consultation feedback this focusses on issues related to delivery, construction and disruption
during construction

•

Economy – Including issues related to businesses and reliability for business users, reliability,
regeneration and wider impacts

•

Environment – Including issues related to noise, air quality, green-house gases, landscape,
townscape, heritage of historic resources, biodiversity and the water environment

•

Social – Including issues related to commuting, reliability for commuting and other uses, physical
activity, journey quality, accidents, security, accessibility, and severance. For this project,
community impacts are also considered under this heading

Note that the DfT’s Business Case process also has a commercial case, relating to commercial
viability and procurement. This is not included above, as comments did not specifically relate to
these issues.

1.6 Structure of this report
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Each type of response is considered within a separate section of this report, as follows:
Section 2 – Reports the feedback provided via questionnaire responses

•

Section 3 – Reports the feedback provided in letters and emails received from businesses and
organisations

•

Section 4 – Reports the feedback provided in letters and emails received from members of the
public

•

Section 5 – Provides details of other feedback received

•

Section 6 – Provides a summary and discusses the next steps
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2 Responses to questionnaire
2.1 Number of responses
A total of 1,275 questionnaire responses were received. Questionnaires received by post and email
were manually entered into the on-line questionnaire system, so that all data was recorded in the
same format
Within the online entries, around 40 identical responses were noted (ie entries with matching free
text comments and postcodes). Given the size of the dataset, these identical responses do not
impact on the overall results significantly and, hence, have been retained in the analysis.

2.2 Methodology for analysis
Questions 1-3, 5, 7, 8, 10-18 from the questionnaire have generated quantitative data, based on
‘closed’ questions. This is presented below in simple tabular format. Where data relates to locations,
this data is also presented in map format.
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Questions 4, 6 and 9 gave respondents an opportunity to enter open text. Question 4 and question 6
requested reasons to be given to explain preferences, and question 9 was an opportunity for any
other comments. Within the data for these questions, a wide variety of reasons and issues were
noted. In order to provide an overview of the responses given and the types of issues raised,
comments have been grouped, summarised, condensed and paraphrased. Where the same or
similar issue was raised multiple times, this has been listed once only. The information presented
within this section of the report is therefore intended to provide an overview of the nature and
variety of comments provided.
Within the written comments given, respondents have expressed their reasons in different ways:
•

In some cases, reasons given are positive – highlighting the beneficial or positive features of the
route or alignment in question. For example, the route offers x or is good because of y.

•

In other cases, reasons given are expressed in terms of the alternative having a negative impact.
For example, the other route impacts X more, or achieves less.

In the summaries that follow, both types of comment have been captured, where possible, in order
to give an overview of the respondent’s thinking.
Comments have been grouped under headings which reflect the topics that the DfT guidance advises
for a study of this type (as discussed in Section 1).
Where comments are listed this is not intended to indicate order, priority or weighting.

2.3 Background information on respondents
Question 10 asked respondents to state whether they were responding as an individual, or on behalf
of an organisation. The majority of responses were submitted by individuals, as shown in Table 2-1
Table 2-1: Response to Q10: Are you responding as an individual or organisation?

Category
As an individual
On behalf of an organisation
Total responding to this question
Blank

Number
1,235
16
1,251
24

6

%
99
1
-

Responses to Question 11, shown in Table 2-2 below, show how respondents describe their role or
interest. Respondents were able to choose more than one category. The data shows that local
residents were the largest category of respondent, but that businesses, employees, commuters and
users of local shops, services and education were also well represented.
Table 2-2: Response to Q11: Which of the following descriptions apply to you?

Number
1029
89
204
488
170
577
64
18
35
38
1251
2736
24

ft

Category
Local resident
Local business owner
Local employee
Commuter through the area
Regular visitor
User of local shops, services or education in the area
Interested in buying a property in the area
Town or Parish Council
South Gloucestershire Council employee
Voluntary, community sector organisation
Total responding to this question
Total number of times a category selected
Blank

D
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Additional detail of respondents is reported in Appendix A.

2.3.1 Home postcode

Question 12 asked respondents to state their home postcode. 1,221 of the 1,275 respondents
provided this information in the correct postcode format. Table 2-3 shows the top ten postcodes
that were represented.

7

%
82
7
16
39
14
46
5
1
3
3
-

Table 2-3: Response to Q12: Home postcode

Area
Area surrounding Pucklechurch, Abson, Siston and part of
Emersons Green
BS16 7
Area surrounding Lyde Green, Emersons Green, Bristol
and Bath Science Park
BS30 5
Area surrounding North Common, Bridge Yate, Wick,
Doynton, Abson
BS37 8
Area north of the M4, including Wapley, Westerleigh,
Westerleigh Crematorium, parts of Yate
BS16 6
Area including part of Downend, Bromeley Heath road,
Eastern parts of Longwell Green
BS36 2
Area north of the M4, including Henfield, Coalpit Heath,
North Corner, Frampton Cotterell
BS37 6
Area mainly to the north of the M4, including Chipping
Sodbury, Codrington, Dodington, Old Sodbury, Horton
BS15 4
Area mainly to the north of the A420, including the areas
around Lees hill playing field, Warmley railway station,
Station road, Anchor road and Tennis Court Road
BS16 5
Area including Broad Street, Burley Grove, part of
Fishponds and Downend, North Street, part of the A432
BS36 1
Area mainly north and north east of the current M4,
including part of the Kendleshire Golf Club,
Winterbourne, Frogland Cross
Number of respondents to this question

Number
395

%
32

124

10

53

4

46

4

41

3

41

3

29

2

26

2

24

2

24

2
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Postcode
BS16 9

Blanks/incorrect format

8

1,221

-

54

-

Figure 2-1 shows the distribution of respondents in map form. It shows that the majority of
respondents were from a home location to the north-east of the Bristol urban area, but that
individuals from further afield also submitted comments.
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Figure 2-1: Home postcode of respondents (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than
the exact home location of respondents)

9

2.3.2 Most frequent destination
Question 13 asked respondents to state the destination they travel to most frequently. 470
respondents provided this information in postcode format. Figure 2-2 plots this information.
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Figure 2-2: Frequent destination of respondents (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather
than the exact home location of respondents)

2.3.3 Travel patterns
Question 1 asked respondents to state how often they used each of the following roads:
•

A4174 ring road between M32 junction and A4 Bath Road/Keynsham Bypass roundabout

•

M32

•

M4 between J18 (Bath) and J19 (Bristol)

•

M4 between J19 (Bristol) and J20 (Almondsbury and M5)

•

B4465 or Feltham Road

•

Westerleigh Road.

Note: It is acknowledged that Westerleigh Road has several sections and that this question on the
questionnaire did not specify which section. Therefore, care should be taken in interpreting this data.
In the free text responses provided, it is also not always possible to determine which section of
Westerleigh Road is being referred to.
10

Table 2-4 sets out the results to this question. It shows that the majority of respondents are
frequent users of the ring road, Westerleigh Road (see note above) and to a slightly lesser extent the
M32 and the B4454. Fewer respondents regularly use the M4 or the B4465.

164

263

247

548

1,244

31

%

2

13

21

20

44

-

-

No

37

244

441

203

289

1,214

61

%

3

20

36

17

24

-

-

M4 between J18
(Bath) and J19 (Bristol)

No

134

458

365

122

155

1,234

41

%

11

37

30

10

13

-

-

M4 between J19
(Bristol) and J20
(Almondsbury and
M5)
B4465 or Feltham
Road

No

Westerleigh Road

ft

Never
70

448

412

124

168

1,222

53

6

37

34

10

14

-

-
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%

Blank

3+ days
per week

22

A4174 ring road
between M32 junction
and A4 Bath Road/
Keynsham Bypass
roundabout
M32

A few
days a
month

No

A few
times a
year

1-2 days
per week

Number
of
responses

Table 2-4: Response to Q1: How often do you currently use the following roads?

No

174

351

255

148

259

1,187

88

%

15

30

22

13

22

-

-

No

45

225

323

213

427

1,233

42

%

4

18

26

17

35

-

-

2.3.4 Use of new J18a and link road

Question 2 asked respondents to state how often they would use a new J18a and link road,
depending on whether an eastern route or a western route was taken forward. The results are
presented in Table 2-5. This shows that generally respondents felt they would be more likely to use
the western route, for example:
•

30% of respondents suggested they would use the Western route between 1 and 3+ days
per week, compared to 18% for the Eastern route.

•

35% of respondents felt that they would never use the Eastern route, compared to 17% for
the Western route.

11

Table 2-5: Response to Q2: How often would you use the new J18a and link road?

Eastern route

Western route

Never

A few
times a
year

A few
days a
month

1-2
days
per
week

3+ days
per
week

Don’t
know

Total

Blank

No

411

250

175

50

162

135

1,183

92

%

35

21

15

4

14

11

-

-

No

203

263

246

114

245

128

1,199

76

%

17

22

20

10

20
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2.4 Route preference
2.4.1 Overall route preference
Question 3 asked respondents to state whether they:
Preferred the Eastern route

•

Preferred the Western route

•

Preferred neither route/none of the above

D
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•

Had no preference/either

The results are shown in Table 2-6. This shows that 51% of respondents preferred the Western
route, compared to 17% who preferred the Eastern route.
It is notable that 26% of respondents responded neither route/none of the above.
Table 2-6: Response to Q3: What is your preferred route for the location of J18a and the link?

Western route
Eastern route
No preference/either
Neither route/none of the above
Total number of responses to this question
Blank

Number
642
217
78
324
1,261
14

%
51
17
6
26
-

2.4.2 Route preference by home postcode
Figure 2-3 plots the responses to Question 3 (what is your preferred route) alongside the postcode
given for home location in Question 12. Figure 2-4 provides a larger scale version of the same plot,
focussing on the Bristol urban area.
The maps show that:
•

Of those that stated a preference, most respondents from Pucklechurch preferred the Western
route. Others selected ‘neither route/none of the above’.

•

Of those that stated a preference, a preference for the Eastern route was stated by people living
close to the existing ring road, for example near Lyde Green.
12
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Figure 2-3: Route preference and home postcode (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than the exact home location of respondents)
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Figure 2-4: Route preference and home postcode – detail (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than the exact home location of respondents)
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2.4.3 Route preference by frequent destination
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Figure 2-5 plots the responses to Question 3 (what is your preferred route) alongside the postcode
given for the most frequent destination in Question 13. Figure 2-6 provides a larger scale version of
the same plot, focussing on the Bristol urban area.
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Figure 2-5: Route preference and frequent destination (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than the exact home location of respondents)
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Figure 2-6: Route preference and frequent destination – detail (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than the exact home location of respondents)
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2.5 Reasons for route preference
Question 4 asked respondents to explain the reasons for the route preference indicated in Question
3. Of the 1,261 responses received to Question 3, 1,137 provided reasons in Question 4 (124
respondents left this question blank). This information was provided as free text.
The responses given in Question 4 are summarised in the sections below. Please note that
comments have been combined, summarised and paraphrased. This list is intended to provide an
overview of the variety of issues and comments made, therefore where a comment was made
multiple times this is listed only once. Within the tables below, the lists of issues are not intended to
imply any order, priority or weighting.
Comments have been grouped under headings which reflect the topics that the DfT guidance advises
for a study of this type. See Section 1.5 for full details.

2.5.1

Reasons given by those who preferred the Western route

642 people stated that they preferred the Western route in Question 3 (see Table 2-6 above). Of
these, 610 provided reasons in Question 4 (32 respondents left this question blank). Table 2-7
provides a summary of the reasons given by respondents.

ft

Table 2-7: Reasons given in Question 4, by those who preferred the Western Route in Question 3

Comments raised

Strategic

• Location – The location of the Western route was considered to be
logical/sensible, as it is close to/better serves the existing built up areas and
sources of traffic, in particular to Lyde Green, Emersons Green and the Science
Park. It is also a shorter, more direct link and avoids drawing traffic away from
Bristol.
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Business cases

• Infrastructure – It was preferred because much of the required infrastructure
is already in place and it is closer/better linked to the A4174 ring road, as well
as to the M4 and M32. The Eastern route was thought to be too far away from
the Bristol urban area.
• Development – The Western route fits with expansion towards Yate.
• Green Belt – Eastern route cuts across Green Belt which should be preserved.
Concern that Eastern route would lead to further development within the
Green Belt. Western route seen as having less impact, being close to the edge
of the built-up area and giving less opportunity for additional development.
• Links to other schemes – The Western route was preferred because it links
more logically to Metro Bus and park and ride.
• Previous plans – The Western route was preferred because it aligns with
previously discussed plans/options. Residents in new developments around
Lyde Green moved there with the expectation that the junction would be in
the western area (where as residents of Pucklechurch did not).
• Comparison to Eastern route – Respondents preferred the Western route
because it was seen as ‘the better option’ when compared to the Eastern
route. A link to Pucklechurch was not seen as required. The Eastern route was
not considered a viable/genuine option.
• Objectives – Western route better meets stated scheme objectives.
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Financial

•

Alternatives – Suggestions for alternative alignments were made, including a
route linking with the Wick Wick roundabout. It was also suggested that this
project should look at reinstating the railway and that there should be
additional funding to deal with the impact on other roads and villages.

•

Timing - Frustration that a junction had not been delivered sooner. It would
have been easier to deliver before recent developments had been built out.

• Value for money – Respondents commented that the Western route, despite
its higher cost, would deliver better value for money and be a more
appropriate long-term solution.
• Cost – Some respondents appear to have mis-understond the costs and
assumed that the Western route would be cheaper, because it requires
shorter lengths of new road.
• Construction – The Western route was viewed as easier to build/less disruptive
as shorter lengths of road are required. Gives opportunity to keep M4 flowing
during construction.

Economy

• General congestion – The Western route was perceived to give the most
potential relief to congestion and to best address current pinch points,
including the Hambrook lights.

ft

Delivery/mana
gement

• Motorways – The Western route would be more likely to relieve traffic
pressures on the M4 and the M32 and linked better to the M5. Eastern route
considered to give less benefit and be located too close to J18.
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• A4174 – The Western route was seen as beneficial in connecting directly to the
ring road and offering the best traffic relief (while the Eastern route was
viewed as offering little for the ring road). Would relieve congestion on route
to Frenchay. Western route removes traffic from weak bridge on A4174.
• Westerleigh Road – Respondents felt that the Western route would help
reduce traffic on Westerleigh Road for example past Codrington. Eastern route
will increase traffic on unsuitable sections of Westerleigh Road and through
Westerleigh village.
• Impact on other roads/locations – The Western route was viewed as having
benefits for other roads, including the A420, Latteridge Road and rural roads.
• Businesses/facilities – The Western route was preferred because the Eastern
route would impact on existing businesses, for example the crematorium,
allotments and farms.
• Business impact – The Western route was seen as benefitting existing
businesses, including on the Science Park and industrial areas in the Emersons
Green and Lyde Green areas and on Westerleigh Road, providing increased
passing trade/better access to the M4/reduced transport costs.

Environment

• Environment – The Western route was viewed as less environmentally
damaging/damaging to the countryside than the Eastern route. It was felt that
the Western route is already urbanised, whereas the Eastern route affects
open countryside. The Western route was viewed as having significantly less
impact on views, heritage, ecology, countryside and footpaths. It was also
perceived to be preferable in terms of traffic noise and pollution.
• Heritage – The Western route was preferred because the Eastern route was
considered to have a significant impact on the heritage of Pucklechurch and on
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the Pucklechurch Conservation Area, the Siston Conservation Area, the setting
of Siston Court and other listed buildings.
• Landscape – The Western route was preferred because the Eastern route was
considered to cause significant harm to the countryside, Green Belt and rural
landscape around Pucklechurch.
• Pollution – The Western route was preferred because the Eastern route was
considered to increase traffic near/through Pucklechurch and increase
accidents and pollution.
Social

• Pucklechurch – Western route preferred because it is less disruptive for
Pucklechurch, Parkfield, Shortwood, Siston, Warmley, Westerleigh, Doynton
and Bridgeyate. The Eastern route will have a negative impact on the
community, character, residential amenity, health and wellbeing and sense of
place of Pucklechurch and other villages. Particular concern about alignment B
splitting Pucklechurch in two. Eastern route would adversely affect the
Pucklechurch school.
• Property – The Western route was preferred because the Eastern route was
considered to significantly impact on homes/properties. Concern about
residential areas becoming blighted.
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• Accessibility – Respondents preferred the Western route because it better
suited their own journeys, particularly those headed west and with
destinations at Emerald Park and the Science Park. Residents of Emersons
Green and Downend would be no better off using the Eastern route. Western
route would make commuting from Bristol to Yate easier and provides better
access to businesses, distribution parks and supermarkets. Better for journeys
to Winterbourne, Kingswood and Coalpit Heath. Western route provides
better access to Bristol avoiding Bromley Heath.
• Rat running – Concern that the Eastern route would push more traffic onto
rural roads and would increase traffic/create rat-running on Siston Lane,
through Pucklechurch and Westerleigh village. The Western route was seen to
provide better access to Yate and have the benefit of preventing Pucklechurch
being used as a rat-run.
• Walking and cycling – Eastern route viewed as making conditions worse for
walking, cycling and horse riding.
• Accidents – Western route preferred as concerns that the eastern route would
increase traffic on the Abson Road in Pucklechurch and increase accidents.
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2.5.2

Reasons given by those who preferred the Eastern route

217 people stated that they preferred the Eastern route in Question 3. Of these, 202 provided
reasons in Question 4 (15 respondents left this question blank). Table 2-8 provides a summary of the
reasons given by respondents.
Table 2-8: Reasons given in Question 4, by those who preferred the Eastern Route in Question 3

Comments raised

Strategic

•

Location – The Eastern route is preferred because it is located away from the
most heavily populated built up areas and within a location where there is
more space for new infrastructure. The Western route is considered too close
to Lyde Green and Emersons Green and in an already congested location.
Eastern route seen as better, because it links to the ring road more in the
middle. Eastern route seen as better/more logical.

•

Location relative to motorway – The Eastern route is preferred as it is further
from J19/M32 and is considered to better ease traffic on the M4 and M32.
Western route seen as too close to the existing junctions and to offer less
benefit to existing motorways

•

Future development/planning – Eastern route seen as beneficial in opening up
potential additional land for development to the west of Pucklechurch.

•

Future links – Eastern route seen as offering better chance of link to Yate.

•

Cost – The Eastern route is preferred by some respondents because it is lower
cost than the Western route and avoids the cost of realigning the motorway.
Eastern route thought to release more money for schools/hospitals. Thought
to be quicker to deliver.
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Business cases

Delivery/mana
gement case

Economy

•

Value for money – Western route seen as too expensive/not value for money.

•

Construction – Eastern route seen as less disruptive to construct, particularly
to the M4 and other existing roads during construction and easier to
implement. Western route would imply major disruption to Westerleigh Road
(including access to golf course).

•

Westerleigh Bridge – Western route would cause disruption to Westerleigh
bridge for an extended period.

•

Congestion – Eastern route generally thought to be less congested and be a
better long-term solution to tackling congestion/spreading the
load/separating out local traffic. Concern that the Western route would
quickly become congested, replicating the current problems on the A4174.

•

Congestion – The Eastern route is seen to take traffic away from/not further
contribute to already congested routes around Lyde Green, Emersons Green
and Downend. Seen as better for improving congestion on the A4174, around
Downend, at Lyde Green roundabout, Hamwell lights, Westerleigh
Road/junction and at Hambrook, Wick Wick and Dramway junctions. The
Western route is perceived to increase traffic on already congested routes or
move traffic from one problem route to another.

•

Traffic impact – Concern that the Western route would put additional
pressure on Westerleigh Road, Jemmer Blvd and Willowherb Road. Eastern
route avoids overloading Westerleigh and the route from Yate to Iron Acton
and Winterbourne.
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•

Environment – Some respondents viewed the Eastern route as following a less
populated route and having a lesser impact in terms of pollution. Western
route would increase traffic and pollution for residents of Lyde Green and
Emersons Green.

•

Noise/air quality – The Western route would increase traffic, noise and air
quality issues around Lyde Green and Emersons Green.

•

Property – Residents (of Lyde Green and Emersons Green area) see Eastern
route alignment A as having less impact on their properties/neighbourhood.
Overall, Eastern route perceived to result in least disturbance to residential
and commercial areas around Lyde Green.

•

Property – Eastern route preferred when Western route would affect private
property and land.

•

Lyde Green and Emersons Green – The Eastern route is preferred because it
will take traffic away from Lyde Green and Emersons Green, while the
Western route would put pressure on these areas and these communities
would see increased traffic and noise.

•

Accessibility – Eastern route suits personal journeys of respondents better.
Seen as providing better access to/from Pucklechurch, south Bristol, Yate,
Lyde Green, Emersons Green, Hanham, Bromley Heath, Downend, Chipping
Sodbury, Bath, St Werbergs and Westerleigh Roads. Provides easier access to
M4 eastbound.
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Social

Businesses – Eastern route provides some businesses with better access to the
motorway and provides opportunity to support employment in the
Pucklechurch area. Western route impacts golf course business.
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Environment

•

2.5.3

•

Rat runs – Concern that the Western route would lead to rat-running, for
example around Lyde Green and in Coalpit Heath. Eastern route thought to
have a lesser impact on local routes.

•

Other areas – Eastern route seen as beneficial for Westerleigh, Westerleigh
Road, Old Sodbury and Yate.

Reasons given by those who stated no preference/either

78 people selected that their preference was for ‘no preference/either’ route in Question 3. Of
these, 44 provided reasons in Question 4 (34 respondents left this question blank).
Generally, the people who indicated ‘no preference/either’ seem supportive of the principle of a
new Junction 18a and had no strong opinion on where it should be located. The comments were all
similar, including:
•

Support for scheme – Any route preferred over existing situation. Scheme should be built
quickly.

•

Congestion – Any junction would ease congestion on M32, M4 and A4174.

•

Access – Any route would improve access to homes of respondents.

•

Use – No preference because infrequently use motorway.

•

Opposition – No preference stated as against any/ll options.
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2.5.4

Reasons given by those who stated neither route/none of the above

324 people selected that their preference was ‘neither route/none of the above’ in Question 3. Of
these, 292 provided reasons in Question 4 (32 respondents left this question blank). Generally,
people used ‘neither route/none of the above’ to indicate either that they:
•

Did not feel a junction is required

•

Felt unable to state a preference due to insufficient evidence provided to date

•

Felt the impacts of any route would be unacceptable

•

Had their concerns about the route (mainly the Eastern routes)

•

Felt that none of the routes would improve congestion

Table 2-9 provides a summary of the reasons given by respondents.
Table 2-9: Reasons given in Question 3, by those who stated they preferred ‘neither route/none of the above’

Comments raised

Strategic

•

Need for a junction – Not convinced there is a need for a new junction at all.
JTS not yet complete, no clear evidence of need. Concern that the ‘problems’
the junction scheme is addressing are not problems at all.

•

Long term view – Concern that technological advances will alter the way
people travel and that traffic modelling does not take account of this.

•

Motorway impacts – Respondents expressed a general concern that a new
J18a would be too close to existing junctions. There was a concern that it
would lead to more congestion on the M4 and encourage junction hopping.
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Business cases

•

Development – There was a concern that new road building would lead to
further development/sprawl along these roads. More residential properties
will be built as infill development which will increase congestion and cause the
loss of community identity.

•

Green Belt – There was a concern that a new junction will negatively impact
on the Green Belt and will lead to further development in the Green Belt.
Concern and suspicion that the unstated purpose of the new junction is to
open up the Green Belt for developers.

•

Alternatives – Would prefer to explore other options, such as improved/more
affordable public transport, improving existing roads, moving goods by rail,
encouraging people to live near work, cycling, light rail, park and ride, improve
existing junctions, links between Hambrook and Filton, provide a direct
M4/M5 link, encourage car sharing, lower-key solution.

•

Alternative options – Locating the junction at the Willy Wicket should be reconsidered.

•

Other modes of transport – People shouldn’t be encouraged to use their cars
more. Also, there is concern about the impact of the new junction on horse
riders and cyclists in the area.

•

Wider links – Junction proposals are not joined up with other plans.

•

East v west – Both routes have disadvantages.
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Cost – Respondents commented that any new junction is too expensive/not
considered a good use of taxpayers’ money. The cost cannot be justified and
the cost of the new junction outweighs the benefits.

•

Cost benefit – Time saving does not justify the impacts. Cannot justify
expense.

Delivery/
management

•

Disruption – New junction will disrupt existing roads and residents and will be
disrupted during construction.

Economy

•

Congestion – The proposed routes would not solve the traffic problems,
would move a problem elsewhere, or would lead to further congestion in the
long-term. There was a perception that building new roads/junctions would
increase traffic/congestion and that other solutions should be considered
instead. Concerns were that the ring road and M4 will become more
congested and rat-running on local roads will increase.

•

Traffic increase – Concerns that any route would increase traffic through
Westerleigh and other villages.

•

Business – There is no evidence that the new junction will benefit the local
economy. It was noted that specific businesses will be affected by both
routes. The Crematorium would be affected.

•

Journey time – There is doubt as to whether journey times will be improved,
or if they are then this will be short term and may not be worth the
environmental harm caused by the junction.

•

Safety – There was a concern that a new junction will increase road collisions.

•

Farmland – Both routes impact on productive farmland.

•

Environment – Any new junction will have negative impact on the local
environment/countryside/views, these negative impacts outweigh the
benefits or need for a new junction scheme.

•

Wildlife – New junction will negatively impact on wildlife, including protected
species and their habitats.

•

Historic environment – Eastern route involves damage to the Conservation
Areas and other local heritage

•

Pollution – New junction will cause pollution including air, noise and traffic
pollution. This is a concern for the health of local people.

•

Utilities - Impact on sewage not considered.

•

Property – New junction will negatively impact on listed buildings and historic
landmarks. Eastern route in particular will bring fast moving vehicles close to
these structures. New junction will impact on many people’s homes and
specifically the Western route was mentioned as passing very close to some
respondent’s properties.

•

Community – New junction will negatively impact on people’s health, quality
of life and well-being by increasing traffic and reducing the countryside. New
junction will negatively impact on local people and communities, without
providing any benefit to them

•

Pucklechurch (and surrounding villages) – A new junction will increase traffic
through Pucklechurch and will not help to reduce the number of HGVs that
drive past houses in order to reach the industrial estates. Eastern routes will
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•

Financial

Environment

Social
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destroy the tranquillity/community/sense of place/quality of life/identity of
Pucklechurch. There is also concern about the impact on Siston. A new
junction would split Pucklechurch parish into three parts, causing problems
and distress. Parkfield Rank would be surrounded by traffic.

2.5.5

•

Rat running – Concern that any new junction would increase rat running, for
example through Lyde Green and through south Yate residential areas.

•

Westerleigh – New junction would have negative impacts on Westerleigh
village and could increase traffic in an already congested Westerleigh area and
also possibly bring HGVs through Westerleigh village.

•

Accessibility – A junction would not benefit respondents’ personal journeys.

•

Other modes – Concern about impact of a new junction on
walking/cycling/horse riding.

•

Quality of life – All routes will affect quality of life and residential amenity.

•

Accidents – concern that any junction would increase accidents

Other comments
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14 people left Question 3 blank, therefore did not indicate any kind of preference about the routes.
Of these, three provided reasons in Question 4 (11 respondents left Q4 blank). Comments
expressed:
Concern about the impact of the Eastern routes on Pucklechurch

•

Concern that the junction is not needed

•

A desire for the junction to be built as soon as possible.
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2.6 Preferred alignment for Eastern route
2.6.1

Overall preference

Question 5 asked, if the Eastern route was constructed, which alignment (A or B) was preferred.
The preferences stated are shown in Table 2-10.
Table 2-10: Response to Question 5: If the Eastern route was to be constructed, which alignment do you prefer?

Number
265
43
217
706
1,231
44

Alignment A
Alignment B
No preference/either
Neither alignment A or B/none of the above
Total number of responses to this question
Blank

2.6.2

%
22
4
18
57
-

Alignment preference by home postcode

Figure 2-7 shows the preferences expressed in Question 5 (shown in Table 2-10), plotted against the
home postcodes given in Question 12. Figure 2-8 provides a larger scale map of the same data,
focussing on the north-east Bristol area. The maps show that:
•

Most respondents from the Pucklechurch area selected ‘neither alignment A or B/none of
the above’ in Question 5.
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Respondents from Yate mainly indicated a preference for Alignment A (rather than
Alignment B) but some also selected neither or no preference.

•

To the south of the M4, the majority of respondents to the east of the ring road indicated
‘neither alignment/none of the above’.

•

Most of the people who indicated ‘no preference’ lived to the west of the ring road
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•
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Figure 2-7: Eastern Alignment preference and home postcode (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than the exact home location of respondents)
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Figure 2-8: Eastern Alignment preference and home postcode – detail (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than the exact home location of respondents)
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Figure 2-9 shows the preference for the Eastern alignment given in Question 5, and the frequent
destination of respondents, given in Question 13. Figure 2-10 shows the same data, but focussed on
the Bristol urban area.
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Figure 2-9: Eastern Alignment preference and frequent destination (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than the exact home location of respondents)
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Figure 2-10: Eastern Alignment preference and frequent destination – detail (note that the dots represent the centre of the postcode, rather than the exact home location of
respondents)
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2.7 Reasons given for Eastern route alignment preference
2.7.1 Methodology
Question 6 asked respondents to explain the reasons for their Eastern route preference indicated in
Question 5. Of the 1,231 responses received to Question 5, 828 provided reasons in Question 6 and 403
respondents left this question blank. This information was provided as free text.
The responses given in Question 6 are summarised in the sections below. Please note that comments
have been combined, summarised and paraphrased. This list is intended to provide an overview of the
variety of issues and comments made, therefore where a comment was made multiple times this is
listed only once. Within the tables, the lists of issues are not intended to imply any order, priority or
weighting.
Comments have been grouped under headings which reflect the topics that the DfT guidance advises for
a study of this type. See Section 1.5 for full details.

2.7.2 Reasons given by those who preferred alignment A
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265 people selected that their preference was for alignment A in Question 5. Of these, 236 provided
reasons in Question 6 (29 respondents left this question blank).
Table 2-11 provides a summary of the reasons given by respondents.
Table 2-11: Reasons given in Question 6, by those who preferred Alignment A

Business cases

Comments raised

Strategic

•

Development – Alignment A gives the potential for future house building and
development, this was seen as a positive by some respondents.

D

•

Yate – Alignment A is closer to Yate, which needs better motorway access and
fast, sensible routes. It may also provide an alternative route for lorries which
currently use village roads.

•

Green Belt – Alignment A was perceived to pass through lower quality Green
Belt.

•

Location – More logical route. Feel that Alignment B, as a route through a
village/Conservation Areas, cannot be an option. Keeps traffic flow away from
built up areas. Goes through open countryside/fields (as opposed to built-up
areas). Leaves a wider buffer for Pucklechurch.

Financial

•

Delivery/
management

•

Cost – Alignment A is cheaper than the western route. Alignment A was seen
as the middle ground, being not the most expensive nor the cheapest.
Disruption – Alignment A should cause the least disruption, be more straight
forward to implement, can be built ‘off-grid’ and will cause less delays to the
B4465 during construction.

•

Design – Would like to see the roundabout on Shortwood Road realigned
(pushed down) a little so the link to the M4 is more of an S shape around the
reservoir. This would push Alignment further from Pucklechurch. Footpaths
and local roads need to be grade separated.
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Environment

•

Congestion – Alignment A should be quickest/provide a better flow of traffic
and thereby reduce congestion, it is the best option for dealing with
congestion on and off the motorway. It also keeps traffic away from built up
areas.

•

Traffic flow – Alignment A would attract less traffic/be a less busy route.

•

Business – Alignment A will provide some access for businesses but not too
much direct access that would make the area overrun with businesses being
attracted there.

•

Dual carriageway – Alignment A preferred as it will be dual carriageway all the
way to the M4. Alignment B will have a section of single carriageway which
will cause traffic queues.

•

Speed – A route away from the village would have a higher speed limit.

•

Pollution – Alignment A is perceived to cause less pollution (particularly noise
and air) for residents of Pucklechurch (compared to Alignment B).

•

Environment – Alignment A seems to cause less damage to the environment,
or is seen as the middle ground in terms of environmental damage.

•
•
•

Listed buildings – Alignment A avoids the Pucklechurch Conservation Area, and
is further away from listed buildings.
Landscape – With landscaping Alignment A could be as ‘green’ as widening an
existing road.
Pucklechurch – Alignment A bypasses the village/is further away from/has less
impact on Pucklechurch village, Parkfield Rank and Abson and Wick.
Alignment B is too close to Pucklechurch and would negatively impact on
residents and quality of life and would split the village. Both options impact on
Pucklechurch, Siston and Shortwood.

D

Social
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Economy

•

Pucklechurch – Alignment A will reduce the traffic through Pucklechurch.

•

Community – Alignment A was seen as a compromise. While it was noted that
there would be impact on the environment, it was felt that impacts of
Alignment A could be managed so there is less impact on residents in the
surrounding area.

•

Lyde Green and Emersons Green – Western route would cause rat runs or
make existing rat runs in Emersons Green and Lyde Green worse. Western
route would increase pressure on Lyde Green roundabout and increase traffic
so that there are negative impacts on houses in Emersons Green, Lyde Green
and also the Science Park.

•

Accessibility – Alignment A will mean that some people will have faster
journey times and better access, it is also a more direct route to the ring road.
However, some respondents mentioned that if both Eastern routes were dual
carriageway, then Alignment B would be preferable as it is more direct.

•

Property – Alignment A is further away from/impacts on fewer homes and
properties than Alignment B/further away from respondents’ homes. Feel
Alignment B is likely to involve the demolition of homes.
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•

2.7.3

Walking and cycling – Alignment A has less impact on pedestrians and cyclists.

Reasons given by those who preferred alignment B

43 people selected that their preference was for alignment B in Question 5. Of these, 36 provided
reasons in Question 6 (7 respondents left this question blank). In some cases, the reasons given by
respondents suggest that they may have been confused between alignments A and B. This is indicated in
Table 2-12 where this appears to be the case.
Table 2-12 provides a summary of the reasons given by respondents.

Business cases

Comments raised

Strategic

•

Development – Alignment B gives less potential for development than
Alignment A.

•

Green Belt – Alignment B will have less impact on Green Belt.

•

Route design – Alignment B is a shorter and more direct route

•
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Table 2-12: Reasons given in Question 6, by those who preferred Alignment B

Financial
Delivery/
management

Costs – Alignment B is cheaper/gives best return on investment and uses
existing infrastructure to manage costs.
• Delivery - Shorter route.

Economy

• Open space – Alignment B impacts less on open/green space as closer to the
built-up area.

Environment

•

D

Environment – Alignment B has less impact on the natural environment, the
countryside and wildlife than alignment A as it is closer to an existing built up
area (however, comments acknowledged that it could still be very intrusive to
the environment).

Social

2.7.4

•

Listed buildings – Alignment B is further from listed buildings (respondents
appear to have potentially confused Alignments A and B).

•

Pucklechurch – Alignment B avoids the village/has less impact on residents
(respondent appears to have confused Alignments A and B).

•

Pucklechurch – Alignment B will keep traffic out of Pucklechurch (respondent
appears to have confused Alignments A and B).

•

Personal – Alignment B has less impact on some respondents personally e.g.
no new road in front of their house/further from their house.

•

Accessibility – Alignment B suits the personal journeys made by respondents
and will improve commuter access for Pucklechurch.

Reasons given by those who stated no preference/either

217 people selected ‘no preference/either’ for their preference for the Eastern alignment in Question 5.
Of these, 67 provided reasons in Question 6 (150 respondents left this question blank).
The comments made were similar – most explained that the respondents welcomed a link and had no
clear preference or would be happy with either alignment. Those that stated something else said:
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•

The junction would be better located at the Western route.

•

No junction is needed.

•

Both routes will have impacts and are more disruptive than the Western route.

•

Alignment 3c/4c is the better option.

•

An Eastern route is needed to relieve the Lyde Green/Emersons Green area.

•

The least disruptive option should be taken forward.

•

Investment should be made in public transport and improving existing roads instead.

2.7.5

Reasons given by those who preferred neither alignment

‘Neither alignment A or B/none of the above’ was selected by 706 people in Question 5. Of these, 489
provided reasons in Question 6 (217 respondents left this question blank).
Table 2-13 provides a summary of the reasons given by respondents.
Table 2-13: Reasons given in Question 5, by those who preferred ‘neither alignment A or B/none of the above’

Comments raised

Strategic

•

•

Need for a junction – Existing roads and junctions are seen as adequate. A new
junction is not required in this location. Concern that there is no evidence for
the need for a new junction. Concern that building a new junction will cause
more traffic.
Options – The junction/Eastern route is not a viable option/will not meet the
study objectives. Both alignments have significant impacts – do not support
either.
Prefer Western route – Respondents prefer Western route/object to the
Eastern route in principle. Western route aligns with previous proposals.

D

•

ra
ft

Business case

Financial

•

Alternatives – Alternatives to a junction were preferred by some, eg improve
current infrastructure and public transport.

•

Alternative junction locations – Consider option east of Pucklechurch (as
proposed in 1960s) preferred, eastern route that joins the A4174 at the
Dramway. Option 3c, dualling the A46 and the A420.

•

Suitability of infrastructure – Roads around this route are not considered
suitable for a new junction.

•

Green Belt – Concern that both alignments will have a significant impact on
the Green Belt and that building on Green Belt will open up the area for
further development. Concern that this is an underlying driver for the scheme.

•

Development – The junction will cause further development in this area,
resulting in urban sprawl.

•

Cost – The eastern route is seen as too expensive (NB some respondents may
have misunderstood costing information as they mention that eastern route is
the most expensive).
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•

Cost – Concern that the Western route costs may be over-estimated and also
that when associated facilities have been provided, the cost differential
between options will be less than stated in the consultation materials.

•

Cost – Western route is a sounder financial option.

No comments noted.

Economy

•

Journey times – Routes save no time compared to using J18 and Westerleigh
Road. Is an indirect route to the Science Park/distribution centres.

•

Traffic – Respondents expressed doubt as to whether the new
junction/Eastern route will ease current congestion and expressed a view that
a new junction would attract more vehicles and traffic to the area and would
impact on local roads. Eastern routes don’t address problems experienced by
respondents. Too close to existing J18.

•

Business – Western route would be best option for connecting businesses
such as the Science Park. Eastern route is in an area where there is lack of
industry.

•

•
Environment

•

Business – Livelihoods and businesses would be impacted and damaged by the
eastern route, for example businesses in Pucklechurch, Farms and
Westerleigh crematorium.
Farms – Eastern routes impact on farm land.

Countryside/open space – Eastern routes will destroy countryside/landscape
of the AONB/views of Cotswold escarpment and is not justified. Western
route is already built up.
Historic environment – There will be damage to historical sites and heritage.
Eastern route does not align with policy on Conservation Areas.

D

•
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Delivery/
management

Social

•

Ecology – Wildlife and plants will be harmed by this route.

•

Pollution – There would be an increase in pollution (air, noise, light pollution)
which would negatively impact on people’s health.

•

Shortwood – Eastern routes mean that Shortwood will become surrounded by
three major roads and become surrounded by pollution. Concern about the
destruction of the environment surrounding Shortwood.

•

Pucklechurch - There would be increased pollution in Pucklechurch.
Environment around Pucklechurch will be negatively impacted.

•

Constraints – Eastern route goes over coal mines which have not been
surveyed. Eastern route would also impact springs, water sources, ancient
hedgerow, a gas main, fibre optics and drainage (in fields which regularly
flood).

•

Community/Pucklechurch – Both routes/Eastern route/Western route will
have an unacceptable and negative impact on local communities including
Pucklechurch, Siston, Parkfield and Shortwood and other villages nearby. The
Eastern route/junction in general will cause irreversible damage to the
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communities and ruin their village identity and special character. Will increase
traffic through Pucklechurch/increase rat running. Will split a historic village in
half and cut Pucklechurch off from Parkfield Rank. Rural identify of villages
would be damaged. Route would impact residents greatly but they would get
little benefit. Residents moved to the area to get away from roads and urban
development. Western alignment Benefits more people.
Accessibility – New junction will not be better than just using existing roads
and will not save journey time.

•

Other modes of transport – Concern about the impact of Eastern routes on
alternative modes of transport, ie cycling, horse riding and walkers.

•

Property – An Eastern route would impact on properties/property values and
would appear to involve the demolition of homes, particularly alignment B.
There would also be damage to listed and historic buildings nearby to the
route. Properties at Parkfield Rank affected are single skin/unstable.

•

Water supply – Will impact on local water supply.

•

Other villages – This is likely to increase traffic and HGVs travelling through
Westerleigh village. Gives no benefit to Yate, Sodbury or Westerleigh.

ra
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2.7.6

•

Other comment

44 people left Question 5 blank. Of these, 12 provided reasons in Question 6 (32 respondents left this
question blank). These reiterated previous points about:
Impact of Eastern route on the environment

•

Impact of the Eastern route on the Green Belt

•

Alignment A the better of the two (but neither route should be chosen)

•

Eastern route should not be considered

D

•

2.8 Perceived impacts
2.8.1

Impacts of the Western route

Question 7 asked respondents to rank a range of potential impacts of the Western route, on a scale of
‘very negative impact’ to ‘very positive impact’. Table 2-14 summarises the views expressed. This shows
that:
•

62% felt that the Western route would have a ‘very negative impact’ or have ‘some negative
impact’.

•

55% felt that the Western route would have a ‘very positive impact’ or ‘some positive impact’ on
traffic and congestion.

•

Opinion was divided regarding impact on buses, cyclists and pedestrians with similar numbers of
respondents feeling that there would be a ‘very positive impact’ or ‘some positive impact’, as
opposed to a ‘very negative impact’ or ‘some negative impact’.
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•

50% felt that the Western route would have a ‘very negative impact’ or have ‘some negative impact’
on local residents.

•

43% felt that the Western route would have a ‘very positive impact’ or ‘some positive impact’ on
local businesses.

Table 2-14: Response to Question 7

Traffic and
congestion

Buses

Some
negativ
e
impact

No
impact

Some
positiv
e
impact

Very
positiv
e
impact

Don’t
know

Total

Blanks

No

265

504

188

109

94

78

1,238

37

%

21

41

15

9

8

6

-

-

No

257

150

96

234

448

57

1,242

33

%

21

12

8

19

36

5

-

-

138

122

333

227

197

220

1,237

38

11

10

27

18

16

18

-

-

183

146

399

164

126

224

1,242

33

15

12

32

13

10

18

-

-

190

160

469

105

103

211

1,238

37

15

13

28

9

8

17

-

-

No
%

Cyclists

No
%

Pedestrians

No

D

%
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The
environme
nt

Very
negativ
e
impact

Local
residents

Local
businesses

2.8.2

No

281

336

118

192

228

89

1,244

31

%

23

27

10

15

18

7

-

-

No

143

106

136

314

412

128

1,239

36

%

12

9

11

25

33

10

-

-

Impacts of the Eastern route

Question 8 asked respondents to rank the same range of potential impacts, on the same scale, for the
Eastern route. Table 2-15 summarises the views expressed. This shows that:
•

83% felt that the Eastern route would have a ‘very negative impact’ or have ‘some negative impact’.

•

54% felt that the Eastern route would have a ‘very negative impact’ or have ‘some negative impact’.

•

36%, 50% and 52% felt that the Eastern route would have a ‘very negative impact’ or have ‘some
negative impact’ impact on buses, cyclists and pedestrians respectively.
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•

78% felt that the Eastern route would have a ‘very negative impact’ or have ‘some negative impact’
on local residents.

•

48% felt that the Eastern route would have a ‘very negative impact’ or have ‘some negative impact’
on local businesses.

Table 2-15: Response to Question 8

Traffic and
congestion

Buses

Some
negative
impact

No
impact

Some
positive
impact

Very
positive
impact

Don’t
know

Total

Blanks

No

778

244

47

46

65

62

1,242

33

%

63

20

4

4

5

5

-

-

No

497

166

100

178

237

56

1,234

41

%

40

14

8

14

19

5

-

-

No

305

141

326

148

101

211

1,232

43

25

11

27

12

8

17

-

-

442

171

276

95

77

173

1,234

41

36

14

22

8

6

14

-

-

451

181

315

53

74

153

1,227

48

37

15

26

4

6

13

-

-

764

197

54

78

96

50

1,239

36

%
Cyclists

No
%

Pedestrians

No
%
No

D

Local
residents
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The
environment

Very
negative
impact

Local
businesses

%

62

16

4

6

8

4

-

-

No

428

154

151

208

167

121

1,229

46

%

35

13

12

17

14

10

-

-

2.9 Other comments
Question 9 gave respondents a chance to make other comments. Comments were noted by 695
respondents. Most of those who completed this question used the space to raise concerns, criticisms or
objections.
Please note that comments have been combined, summarised and paraphrased. This list is intended to
provide an overview of the variety of issues and comments made, therefore where a comment was
made multiple times this is listed only once. Within the tables, the lists of issues are not intended to
imply any order, priority or weighting.
Comments have been grouped under headings which reflect the topics that the DfT guidance advises for
a study of this type. See Section 1.5 for full details.
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2.9.1

Other comments about the Western route

Table 2-16 provides a summary of the other comments made in Question 9 that relate to the Western
route.
Table 2-16: Other comments made in Question 9 - Western route.

Business case

Comments raised – generally for

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

• Location – Considered more
appropriate/closer to original
proposals. Lyde Green was built
for commuters/already has M4
in close proximity. Western
route provides a short/direct
link between M4 and A4174.

• Science Park – Existing infrastructure is
already adequate, junction not needed.

• Infrastructure – Western route
makes more practical use of
existing infrastructure.

• Previous plans – Some residents
have expected a junction to be
built to the west, and have
made plans/purchased homes
accordingly. Western route is
less of a ‘surprise’.

• Long term – Western route considered
to fill up very quickly.
• Congestion – Western route will add
vehicles to roads that already have
severe congestion

• Cost benefit – Western route is
more expensive, but less
destructive. Options for a
smaller, cheaper western
solution should be considered.

D

Financial

• Location – Western route is too close to
existing junctions.

ra
ft

• Yate – Western route has
better opportunity for future
link to Yate.

• Location – The area around the
Western route is already heavily
congested, the new junction will just
add to this. Concern that the Western
route is creating a new Aztec West and
this is considered a
problem/inappropriate.

Delivery/
management

• Construction – Western route
requires minimal new road
building.
• Scheme design - Questions why
Western route requires
realignment of the motorway.
Suggests a scheme that does
not require altering the
motorway should be found.

Economy

• Business – Western route
provides direct access to
Emersons Green, Lyde Green
and the Science Park and
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• Business – Western route negatively
impacts existing Golf Club/Academy.

Emerald Park. Lots of existing
businesses will benefit.
Environment

• General - The Lyde Green area
is already built up – a junction
here would have the least
negative impact on
surroundings.

Social

• Property – Western route has
less direct impact on
property/less land take from
residential properties.
• Local roads - Western route will
reduce traffic through the
village of Hinton.

• Property – Western route would
require land take and affect residential
property.

Other comments about the Eastern route

ra
ft

2.9.2

• Rat runs – Western route would
increase traffic on residential roads
(including Westons Hill Drive, Bye Mean
and Cousins Way). Would impact
residents and affect property value.

Table 2-17 provides a summary of the other comments given in Question 9 that relate to the Eastern
route.
Table 2-17: Other comments made in Question 9 - Eastern route

Business case

Comments raised – generally against

•

•

Green Belt – Eastern route requires
building within the Green Belt. This
should be protected.

•

Development – Pucklechurch, as well
as Siston and Parkfield, should be kept
as villages rather than become part of
Bristol.

•

Policy – Eastern route not compatible
with the Council’s duty to preserve the
environment, Green Belt and heritage.

•

Options – Eastern route not considered
to be a genuine option.

•

Need for the junction – Issues are not
great enough to justify the damage
that would be caused by the Eastern
route.

•

Location – Does not solve the issues of
traffic and congestion. Junction is too
far east.

Green Belt/development – The
Eastern route can open up
some land for development
and houses. Some saw this as
an advantage.

D

Strategic

Comments raised – generally for

•

•

•

Location – Eastern route is
away from the major housing
areas and away from areas
which are currently heavily
congested.
Congestion – Eastern route will
take traffic away from the Ring
Road and is better able to deal
with traffic volumes (especially
Alignment A).
Routeing – The Eastern route
will make it quicker to access
the motorway from Keynsham,
Saltford and Bath and alleviate
the Hicks Gate/Lansdown area
of Bath.
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•

Objectives – Eastern routes do not
meet the study objectives.

Financial

• Cost benefit – Eastern route is
cheaper and there is doubt as
to whether the more expensive
Western route provides
significant benefits.

• Cost benefit – The Eastern route may be
cheaper but is very destructive in other
ways and has less benefits. It is only a
temporary/transport funding cost
benefit – wider costs are higher.

Delivery/
management

• Construction – Eastern route
does not involve large scale
works to move the motorway
and therefore can be
completed with less disruption.

• Construction – constructing new roads
looks likely to take longer to deliver.

Economy

ra
ft

• Design – Realigning the
motorway should be
considered also for the Eastern
route as this would reduce
impact on properties
• Science Park – Eastern route will not
will not improve direct access to the
Science Park.

None noted.

• Routing – People on the north side of
Bristol will continue to use existing
motorway junctions.

D

• Safety – Concern that the safety of
villages has not been considered.
Currently road safety is already an
issue.

Environment

• Agricultural land – Productive
agricultural land will be impacted.

•

Flooding – Eastern route does
not run through the flood
plain.

•

Pollution – Eastern route will
increase traffic near
Pucklechurch but in future
hybrid or electric cars will
mean that impact is limited.

•

Congestion – Eastern route
allows for continuous flow for
eastern fringe (rather than just
for the Science Park).
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•

Historic environment – Significant
concerns and objections raised
regarding impact on Conservation
Areas and listed buildings, including
Siston Court (Alignment B).

•

Pollution - Eastern route would
increase pollution (light, traffic, air,
noise pollution) in Pucklechurch, which
would negatively impact on the health
and quality of life of local people,
especially the old and young.

•

Ecology – An Eastern route will have a
significant impact on various species
and habitats.

Social

•

Pucklechurch – Eastern route
will reduce traffic through
Pucklechurch. Pucklechurch is
currently a rat run and a new
junction is needed to get traffic
to bypass the village.

•

Accessibility – The Eastern
route will open up access to
the M4 for residents of
Hanham, Kingswood,
Keynsham and all of south
Bristol.
Bristol to Bath – Eastern routes
better for journeys between
Bristol and Bath.

Countryside/open space – Eastern
routes will lead to loss of green space.

•

Impact on villages – Eastern route
would have a devastating impact on
Pucklechurch (in terms of physical
impact, sense of community and
quality of life) as well as many other
surrounding village/areas including
Parkwood, Siston, Shortwood,
Westerleigh, Wick, Abson and
Bridgeyate. Proposals have caused
anxiety and stress.

•

Parkfield – The Parkfield community
will be cut off from Pucklechurch.

•

Rat runs – The Eastern route will
increase traffic through Pucklechurch,
create new rat runs on local roads and
worsen existing ones, for example
through Siston, Wick and Warmley.

D
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•

•
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•

Community – Residents of the
Pucklechurch area chose to live there
because it is quiet/unspoilt by
transport and do not want a different
lifestyle inflicted on them.

•

Property/property value – Concern that
the Eastern route will directly impact
on properties and impact property
prices.

•

Walking/cycling/horse riding – Eastern
route will make the Pucklechurch area
much less attractive for walking and
cycling and riding. Journeys currently
made by foot/bike would need to be
made by car.

•

Schools – Eastern junction on
Westerleigh Road is near a school.
Pollution would be a threat to
children’s health.

•

Facilities – Pucklechurch already has a
landfill, sex offenders prison, industrial
estate and water treatment plant. It
does not need a road too.

•

Journey times – Eastern route would
increase journey times for some.

2.9.3

Other comments – general

Table 2-18 provides a summary of the other comments given in Question 9 that spoke in general terms
about a new junction 18a (but were not specific to the Eastern or Western routes). Within the feedback
to Question 9:
•

98 respondents stated that they did not want a new junction at all or did not feel a new junction is
required.

•

31 respondents commented that other options should be considered or that money should be spent
on other things, such as improving public transport and existing infrastructure.

•

59 respondents referred to concerns over the consultation process (see below).

Table 2-18: Other comments from Question 9 – principle of a new junction

Business cases

Comments raised – generally for

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

•

Need for the scheme – The
new junction should be
completed as soon as possible.
It is much needed, for
residents and businesses.

•

•

Yate – The new junction should
include a link to Yate, this
would help with potential
traffic problems in the
Westerleigh area.

•

Need for the scheme – Concerns that
there is limited evidence to
demonstrate the need for/clarify the
useful function of a new junction.

•

•

Planning – A junction is needed
but its impact on Bristol land
use/development needs to be
carefully considered.

Need for the scheme – Existing
junctions are adequate, adding new
junctions just slows down motorway
traffic.

D
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Need for the scheme – The new
junction is not wanted or needed or is
considered unnecessary. Issues are not
great enough to justify the
solution/impacts.

•

•

•
Congestion – Both routes
would help to relieve
congestion on the M32 and the
ring road. Congestion is
currently at unacceptable
•
levels and should be
addressed.
•
HGVs – Will help to take HGVs
off local roads including,
Codrington Road.
•

Need for the scheme – The Science
Park can be served by existing
infrastructure and should not be used
as a reason for a scheme which could
cause serious damage to the local area.

•

Long term effect – Concern that by the
time the junction is completed there
may be different transport issues and
that shortly after the scheme is
completed, the benefits will be eroded.
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Vote – There should be a vote on
whether people want a junction at all
Timing – Works are ongoing on the
M32 and A4174. Should wait before
J18a is considered.
Planning – Scheme should have been
built prior to Lyde Green housing.

Mode shift – The new junction
encourages car use rather than
alternative modes of transport.

•

Options – Unclear why some options
already discounted.

•

Alternatives – Money should be spent
on other solutions/other solutions
should be considered – for example,
further widening of the ring road,
improved public transport, improving
existing infrastructure, improvements
to M4/M5/M32, road maintenance,
shifting freight onto rail. Removing
traffic lights, tolls, metrobus, trams, rail
stations, school travel measures, park
and ride, an underground system,
extending bus lanes, a Pucklechurch
one-way system.

ra
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•

D

•
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Alternative locations – other junction
locations should be considered:


Wick Wick roundabout



Henfield Road underpass of M4,



Previously safeguarded routes



Routes already discounted
including option 2 and option 3c



Crossing of the M4 and the A432
Badminton Road



Dual carriageway to an Eastern
junction from Lyde Green
roundabout through Westerleigh
behind the crematorium avoiding
Mangotsfield



Further east of Pucklechurch,
closer to Siston Common (1960s
proposal)

•

Objectives – There is doubt as to
whether the new junction will meet
the scheme objectives in the long
term.

•

Green Belt – Opposition to the junction
and link road being built through Green
Belt. The Green Belt should be
preserved.

•

Cost – The decision about the
new junction should not be
based on money, but about
doing the right thing.

Development – The main reason for
the junction is perceived by some to be
to open up land for development and
houses, particularly Green Belt land.
There is concern that a new road will
encourage unwanted/inappropriate
development.

•

Previous development – This junction
should have been built before Lyde
Green developments were built.

•

Cost benefit – New junction will save
only seconds of travel time, which is
outweighed by the financial and
environmental cost of the scheme.

•

Cost – New junction/Western route is
not considered an appropriate use of
tax payers’ money.

D
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Financial

•

•

M4 realignment – No adequate
explanation of why the Western route
needs to involve an M4 realignment,
additionally there are some doubts as
to whether the benefits of constructing
the junction off line justifies the
expense.

•

Alternatives – Money should be spent
tackling more pressing transport
issues.

Delivery/
management

None noted.

•

Disruption – Concern that the new
junction will cause disruption during
construction and in general.

Economy

•

Business – A new junction will
encourage more businesses
into the area. Without a link
road business is stifled.

•

Business – Claims that a junction will
support local business are not well
evidenced/justified.

•

•

Travel time – New junction
would improve travel time.

Congestion – Concern that a new
junction will mean congestion will just
be moved from one area to another.

•

Ring road – The Ring road is already
congested and a new junction will
make this worse. Concern also that a
new junction will increase traffic on the
B4665.

•

Motorway – Concern that a new
junction will slow down the motorway.
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•

Accessibility – A new junction
would generally assist people
in making their regular
journeys.

D

Social

None noted.

Business – Farms and productive
agricultural land will be impacted and
destroyed as part of the junction
scheme. The junction will impact
hugely on people’s livelihoods.

•

Economic potential – Building new
roads does not necessarily unlock
economic business potential.

•

Routeing – More consideration needed
of impact on areas to the north of the
M4 and villages north of Yate and
Frampton Cotterell.

•

Pollution – Any new junction will
increase traffic and therefore, noise,
air and light pollution.

•

Environment – Any new junction will
have a negative impact on the
environment, including wildlife,
habitats and plants in the area.
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Environment

•

•

Accidents – A new junction will
help reduce numbers of
accidents on the motorway.

•

Water – Concern over the impact of a
new junction on water resources in the
area.

•

Westerleigh – Without improvements
to existing roads in the area, either
route will increase traffic in
Westerleigh village.

•

Westerleigh Road area – Westerleigh
Road, between the Downend shopping
centre and the A4174, would become a
rat run regardless of junction location.
Concerns for safety and pollution.

•

Cyclists – concern that any route would
have a negative impact on cyclists.

A range of other comments were also made. These are listed below in no particular order. Issues relating
to the consultation process are discussed separately in Section 2.9.4:
•

Plans lack ambition

•

Call for HGVs to be banned on Westerleigh Road north of the fuel depot (the route is currently used
as a short cut from the M4/A46 to the Science Park)

•

Any new route would need noise reducing surfacing

•

Some concerns about individuals who may gain financially from proposals

•

Questions over whether the study is looking at attracted/induced traffic
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Road from Westerleigh to Yate needs to be urgently widened and pinch points addressed

•

A4174 should be extended to the A38 and Lulsgate Airport.

•

Siston Lane is currently a rat run and unsuitable for HGVs

•

Questions whether the increase in traffic trying to reach central Bristol via the A432 has been
assessed

•

Consideration should be given to car parking for car sharing

•

Concern that extending the smart motorway will have risks to safety (general opposition to smart
motorway policy)

•

Impacts on and improvements for walking, cycling and horse riding should be included in the plans

•

Concern that both schemes over-engineered and simpler routes could work

•

Pollution – Concern that noise and air quality impacts underestimated

•

Impact on Hicks Gate and Bath Road to Brislington needs to be considered

•

Important to ensure the traffic signal junction between Westerleigh and Pucklechurch does not
become overloaded

•

Links to Yate must be part of the overall plan

•

Provision should be made for a new service station

•

Concern that proposals create uncertainty and upset. Impact on house purchases

•

Link should have a separate pedestrian and cycle route alongside it and parking areas/toilets

•

Concern that weight limit in Westerleigh village will be ignored. Traffic impact on Westerleigh village
requires further consideration

•

Questions around how public rights of way will be maintained, eg by tunnels or bridges?

•

Impact of traffic in East Bristol needs to be considered (eg Downend, Fishponds, Kingswood)

•

Concern that strategic decisions should not be influenced by NIMBY views

•

Concern that project has not given sufficient attention to community impacts

•

Concern that a 40 mph speed limit may be proposed for the link road. Considers this to be substandard

•

Consider putting the new route in a tunnel/be below ground

•

Traffic traveling to Chipping Sodbury/Yate via Sodbury Lane into Culverhill Road should be
considered. This passes a school and is a fast, busy road

•

Consideration required for Wraxhall Road junction. Flyover suggested

•

Southern route around Bristol from the Hicks roundabout to the south-east corner of the ring road is
required

•

In the Eastern route, the access to the link road from Parkfield Road should allow for direct access to
the village and Parkfield, rather than just a left turn

•

Eastern alignment A - the roundabout south of Pucklechurch should move west to help abate local
concerns
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•

A4 link to the A4174 requires improvements

•

More consideration needed on impacts to local roads

•

Local community should give opinions. Wider community should be engaged

2.9.4

Comments about the consultation process

Within the questionnaire, particularly within Question 9, respondents expressed various concerns about
the consultation process. The following summarises the types of comments made:
Concern about the questionnaire questions. Considered irrelevant and biased.

•

Concern about the level of information provided, for example on maps. Some details missing, for
example that the Conservation Area was shown incorrectly, not all listed buildings were shown and
public rights of way were not shown.

•

Concern that affected landowners were not contacted in advance.

•

Concerns that the consultation process has caused anxiety and stress to the residents of
Pucklechurch and surrounding areas.

•

Inconsistent messages and poor information given at consultation events.

•

The questionnaire does not allow people to give all their views easily.

D
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3 Responses from representatives,
organisations and businesses
3.1 Number of responses
Letters or emails were received from 39 different organisations, representatives or businesses. Table 3-1
provides a summary and the following sections provide additional details. It should be noted that multiple
letters were received from some respondents.
In addition, three questionnaires were submitted by Parish Counc3ils and six questionnaires were
submitted by local business owners. The information provided by these questionnaire respondents is also
summarised below (as well as in Section 2 above), for completeness.
Table 3-1: Correspondence received from representatives, organisations and businesses

Type of organisation

Number

Detail

Councillors and MPs

2 letters/emails

Statutory Consultees

4 letters/emails

Neighbouring Local
Authorities

2 letters/emails

-

ra
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9 letters/emails
3 questionnaires

D

Town and Parish
Councils

Local MPs
Cllr for Westerleigh Ward
Coal Authority
Environment Agency
Historic England
Natural England
Bath and North East Somerset Council
Bristol City Council

Other organisations,
businesses and interest
groups

22 letters/emails
4 questionnaires

- Dodington Parish Council
- Downend and Bromley Heath Parish Council
- Doynton Parish Council*
- Dyrham and Hinton Parish Council
- Emersons Green Town Council
- Oldbury on Severn Parish Council
- Pucklechurch Parish Council
- Siston Parish Council
- Sodbury Town Council
- Yate Town Council
- Wick and Abson Parish Council*
- Westerleigh Parish Council*
(*) Note that Westerleigh Parish Council, Wick and
Abson Parish Council and Doynton Parish Council
submitted questionnaire responses but not letters.
Various
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3.2 Methodology for analysis
The letters and emails received were reviewed and logged, in the following steps:
•

The overall view of each organisation was interpreted from the information provided. This was
recorded in a format that reflected the overall nature of comments made and recognised that
many of the letters were stating objections to routes or alignments and that where an objection
was made this did not imply support for others. The categories used within this summary of
views, was therefore dictated by the views themselves. The categories stated in the
questionnaire were not used, as many of the responses did not fall naturally under these
headings.

•

Comments were summarised, paraphrased and categorised and are reported in this section of
the report in groups, according to the type of organisation that responded.

Where organisations responded by questionnaire (and the response was from a business owner), the
views stated in the questionnaire are reproduced here (but are also included in the analysis presented in
Chapter 2).
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3.3 Representatives

Table 3-2 summarises the comments raised by Councillors and MPs.
Table 3-2: Correspondence received from Councillors and MPs

Organisation

- “Only in favour the Western route and wholeheartedly reject the
Eastern proposals”
- “Shocked and disappointed when proposals were put forward to put
the road through Pucklechurch”
- Enclose list of over 2,000 names calling for the Eastern route to be
dropped and a Western route taken forward. (Further details are
provided in section 5.1. Note that this is not classed by SGC as a
formal petition, but has been given consideration as evidence of
opinion on the Eastern route).
- Notes that residents are concerned about impacts on their
community and homes and that a rally against the Eastern route was
attended by hundreds of residents.
- Particularly concerned about the impact of the Eastern route on the
Green Belt and loss of other valuable open spaces in the
Pucklechurch area. Notes that residents have expressed concern
about the future of the village and potential of urban sprawl.
- Note that residents are frustrated at the lack of environmental
assessment for the Eastern alignment and urges the detailed
comments submitted by Pucklechurch Parish Council to be taken into
account.
- Notes that residents are concerned about impacts of the Eastern
route on traffic levels around Siston, Wamley, Mangotsfield and
others. Highlights Siston Lane as particular concern. Considers
Western route would ‘alleviate this risk while simultaneously
reducing traffic on the northern section of the A4174.”

D

Chris Skidmore MP and
Luke Hall MP

Summary of comments made
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Organisation

Summary of comments made

D
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Cllr Westerleigh Ward

- Believe that a new junction is needed and that an M4 link next to the
A4174 would increase business productivity.
- Will only support the proposals ‘if the flawed Eastern route is
abandoned’.
- No preference noted
- Acknowledge transport problems and need for significant action to
tackle them but notes that local residents have a number of concerns
about J18a proposals.
- Agrees that routes are heavily congested at peak times but questions
what is the evidence to show that anew motorway junction is needed
as part of the solution. Questions at what point a new motorway
junction was tested against other solutions.
- The analysis of traffic impacts on roads south of Yate and through
villages have not been given sufficient attention.
- Considers that with either route, without a link to Yate, traffic could
increase in south Yate and through Westerleigh village. Shire
Road/Westerleigh road/Rodford railway bridge will be a key pinch
point.
- Scope of the study is limited, preventing full assessment of routes,
including costs, impacts and benefits. Concerned about how impacts
can be assessed without taking into account proposals for a link road
to Yate.
- No real analysis of benefits for the Yate area.
- Residents have raised concerns about traffic modelling and whether
this includes induced demand, origins/destinations, assessment of
other junctions eg J3 M32 and M4/M5 interchange and
safety/capacity options for J19 M4.
- Concern about impact of both routes on the Green Belt and potential
for opening up countryside for development.
- Notes that there is interdependence with proposed new
developments in the JSP and transport proposals in the JTS
(Metrobus, Yate Station improvements, Winterbourne/Frampton
Cotterell bypass) and concerned that M4 J18a consultation closes
before the latest version of the JSP is published.
- Concern that timing of exhibitions was difficult for people who work.
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3.4 Statutory consultees
Table 3-3 summarises the responses that were received from statutory consultees.
Table 3-3: Correspondence received from statutory consultees

Organisation

Summary of comments made

The Coal Authority

No preference noted
- Notes that both the Eastern and Western routes are located within
the defined Development High Risk Area (DHRA) and an area where
surface coal resources are present.
- Detailed information provided about location of coal seam outcrops
and areas of recorded and unrecorded mine activity.
- Provides detail about the Coal Authority’s precautionary principle
which is that building over or within the influencing distance of a
mine entry should wherever possible be avoided.
No preference noted
- A number of procedural issues were noted, highlighting the
assessments that would be required should any of the routes be
progressed.
- Noted that the M4 passes over and is close to a number of
watercourses.
- A route which has least impacts on watercourses and their corridors
would be favoured and expect a scheme to deliver significant
ecological benefits.
No preference explicitly noted, but issues highlighted for Eastern routes
specifically
- Concerned that there is no evidence base for the proposed routes.
- Note that proportionate assessment of heritage setting within the
areas of the proposed development, their setting and how that
setting contributes to overall heritage significance is required before
any junction points and associated road infrastructure can be
considered for further consultation.
- Note that the proposals have potential to impact significantly on the
historic environment, both designated and undesignated.
- Notes the need to consider the importance of non-designated
heritage assets.
- Eastern route B is likely to cause significant impact by severing the
Pucklechurch Conservation Area. Likely to have significant concerns.
- Notes that map of Conservation Area boundary is out of date.
- Eastern alignment A passes close to the Conservation Area and close
to the site of Brandy Bottom Colliery, a Scheduled Ancient
Monument.
- Both Eastern routes run close to a Grade II* listed property and are
likely to cause considerable impact to its setting and are likely to have
significant impact on the Siston Conservation Area (references Siston
Conservation Area Appraisal).
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Environment Agency
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Natural England

Summary of comments made
- Western route is likely to have less impact on the Historic
Environment. Impact on a Grade ii listed property and on
undesignated heritage assets should be considered.
No preference explicitly noted, but issues highlighted for Eastern routes
specifically
- Confirmed that none of the routes are located within or in close
proximity to nationally designated sites but that all options are likely
to result in impacts on biodiversity.
- Noted that the implications of any scheme on landscape setting must
be considered.
- Noted that the Eastern routes would result in substantial change to
local landscape character and on near and distant views and that
both schemes would be within 5 km of the Cotswold AONB and
Cotswold Way National Trail.
- Noted that degree to which soils would be distributed and impact on
best and most versatile agricultural land should be taken into
account.
- Encourage principles of the ‘mitigation hierarchy’ to be followed and
use of the Ecosystem Services Approach.
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Organisation

3.5 Neighbouring authorities

Table 3-4 summarises the responses that were received from Neighbouring Authorities.
Table 3-4: Correspondence received from Neighbouring Authorities

Summary of comments made

D

Organisation
Bristol City Council

No preference noted
- “Agree that the M4, M32 and A4174 Ring Road are currently at
capacity and that interventions are required to not only unlock the
economic potential of the eastern fringe, but also to accommodate
increased demand that will be generated from over 100,000 homes
proposed in the West of England’s Joint Spatial Plan.”
- Notes that J18a is included in the West of England’s Joint Transport
Study which is supported by all the West of England Authorities,
including Bristol.
- Notes that further feasibility studies should include the impact of all
JTS projects on traffic flows, to allow delivery prioritisations to be
made and to identify funding options.
- West of England Combined Authority must consider value for money
of J18a against other options in the JTS. Notes that further study of all
schemes in the JTS can help identify the impact of other schemes on
J18a and on congestion in the East Fringe.
- Notes that the routes, particularly the Western route, show an
increase in traffic on the M4 and this could negatively impact on
accessibility to/from central Bristol.
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Organisation

Summary of comments made
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Bath and North East
Somerset Council

- Note that access to Wales and the South West could be negatively
affected if the M4 is filled with local trips.
- Future further studies should assess the routes to include: Impact of
JTS schemes on transport in region compared to J18a proposal,
including P&R sites; impacts on traffic movement on the motorway
and strategic road network of the removal of the Severn Bridge tolls;
impacts of J18a on Bristol road network; how proposals will enhance
and protect non-car transport modes access on ring road.
- Prefers Eastern route
- Supports the scheme proposals in principle.
- Support the need for any scheme to include future proofing and for
the other complementary measures in the JTS.
- Focus of attention is the highway network within B&NES potentially
affected by the scheme. The A46 between M4 J18 and Bath, and the
A4’s junction with the A4174 Ring Road at Hicks Gate.
- Considers that the Eastern route is likely to have marginally greater
benefits for B&NES (on the A46 towards Bath). Eastern route
therefore preferred.
- Notes that scheme would generally improve access and reduce
journey time to north western parts of B&NES, notably Keynsham,
but that any peak hour increase would be a concern.
- Considers that the consultation material rightly identifies that either
route would increase pressure on the A4174 Ring Road and that
significant improvements would be required to all junctions, up to
and including Hicks Gate. Notes that B&NES has assessed an option
for Hicks Gate already.
- Recommend extension of managed motorway to include J18 with the
A46, a key strategic link to Bath and areas south. Notes that this
reflects the West of England Transport Vision.
- Notes that specific attention should be given to the impact of any
scheme on HGVs. B&NES has longstanding concerns about the
impacts of HGVs traversing the A36/A46 through Bath. Notes that a
new J18a could influence HGV route choices in the sub-region.

3.6 Town and Parish Councils
Table 3-5 summarises the responses that were received from Town and Parish Councils. Some of the
responses were very detailed and therefore are significantly abbreviated here.
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(*) indicates response from the questionnaire
Table 3-5: Correspondence received from Town and Parish Councils

Summary of comments made

Dodington
Parish Council

Supports Western route
- Emphasises that there is a need for joined-up thinking and parallel discussions
with NLP, JSP, JTP, Metro Bus, Yate Station Improvements, Cycleway
improvements.
- Feel that the impact of a future Yate link on the motorway junction should be
considered in sensitivity analysis.
- Felt the consultation did not place sufficient emphasis on alternative transport
modes, eg consideration of possible benefits of Metro Bus.
- Felt the study was a ‘sound piece of work’.
- Consider mitigation of local impacts is essential in terms of the Yate Link, public
transport, A432 improvements – these are not optional extras.
- Recognise that while cheaper, the Eastern route has view advantages from a
Dodington, Yate or Chipping Sodbury perspective. Western route would suit
journeys from these areas better.
- Support Western route
- Consider this the best alignment as it will alleviate pressures on the ring road.

Downend and
Bromley Heath
Parish Council
Dyrham and
Hinton Parish
Council
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Organisation

D

- Strongly support principle of a new junction to help with increase in commuter
traffic. Prefers Western route.
- Eastern routes require road through Green Belt, Western requires short length
of road through ’Brown Field’.
- Eastern routes cut through between Pucklechurch and Parkfield, which would
impact community cohesiveness and Eastern b would cause severe detrimental
impacts on Pucklechurch community.
- Western route provides convenient link for commuter traffic, alleviating traffic
on heavily congested section of A4172 ring road.
- Western route provides opportunity for Lyde Green residential and Science
Park traffic to access M4 at enhanced Westerleigh roundabout without joining
congested A4174 Ring Road or Lyde Green roundabout
- Western alignment Allows for construction traffic to access site along short link
road from A4174
- Eastern routes would require roundabout over M4 and a bridge causing
massive disruption to motorway and local traffic. Concerns about routeing of
construction traffic.
Doynton Parish - Prefers Western route
Council*
- Western route would impact less on Parish of Doynton
Emersons
- Prefer Western route (but not discounting Eastern routes)
Green Town
- A junction in the area of the Western route has been requested for many years
Council
by people in this area. If implemented years ago, this would have avoided the
disruption that will be caused now by its construction.
- A junction in this area will better support access to employment and
employment sites have been developed with this in mind.
- The Eastern route would be more disruptive and impact on forestry.
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Organisation

Summary of comments made

Oldbury on
Severn Parish
Council

- Prefer Eastern Alignment A
- Preferred because cheaper than the Western route, further away from areas of
high density housing, avoids the Science Park and avoids centre of rural
Pucklechurch.
- Strongly opposes the Eastern routes. Notes that "Opposition to the Eastern
routes should not be read as tacit approval of the Western alignment as an
alternative or appropriate solution."
- Feels that Eastern routes "...do not deliver the outcomes that the cross-party
campaign fought for."

Pucklechurch
Parish Council
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Comments on consultation process
- Considers that documents provided to public were below the expected
standard.
- Concerned that data to back up the figures or assumptions was not provided.
Expect data and reports to exist and be available to share.
- Consider that information was presented in a selective/subjective way and that
some impacts were overlooked or downplayed, especially in relation to
historic, environment, and human costs.
- Notes that costs provided were high level only and that some cost elements
relevant to the Eastern route were not included. Feel figures are unlikely to
reflect the true cost or enable like for like comparison.
- Concerned that the 'digital' approach adopted to the consultation was not an
effective way of engaging with people and that no attempt was made to
engage with small businesses or hard to reach communities.
- Public exhibitions and staffing were less than satisfactory.

D

Comments on Study area
- Concerned that the Stage 1 Study Report has focussed on the area around
Emersons Green East and that this has resulted in an imbalance in information
and underplayed the impact of the east Eastern routes.
- Note that maps supplied by the Environment Agency do not relate to the
Eastern routes and that Siston Brook and other environmental factors relevant
to the Eastern alignment are not referenced.
Consultation descriptions
- Considers consultation document to read as opinion rather than fact and that
there is an imbalance between the descriptions of the two routes.
- Notes numerous criticisms of the questionnaire – including that there were no
questions on need for a junction, impact, costs, extent to which routes will
achieve objectives, alternative options or use of public transport.
Scope of the Study/JTS
- The study should have presented an appraisal of the role that public transport
has to play in meeting scheme objectives.
- Considers that there is significant opportunity to attract people onto buses and
references evidence in the Pucklechurch Community Plan.
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Organisation

Summary of comments made
- Considers that the fact that the draft JTS was only made available in September
is a major failing of timing, process and co-ordination.
- Concerned that the JTS pre-empts the outcome of the consultation process
and this study. Feels that the JTS should allow for the estimated cost of the
most expensive route if no route is currently preferred.
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Traffic impact
- Concerned that maps provided suggest there will no change on key routes out
of Bristol.
- Concerned that use of terminology to describe changes in traffic flow do not
allow proper understanding of the traffic modelling.
- Does not consider that the Eastern route would lead to a decrease as shown on
the B4465. Also considers there will be large increases in volumes of local
traffic on rural roads and that this is not considered. For example, concerned
that no provision has been made for traffic increases after it leaves/enters
Siston Lane.
- Concerned that detail of traffic flows were not shared as part of the
consultation and that insufficient work has been undertaken to understand the
consequences for other parts of the road network.
- Notes that the 2006 Grater Bristol Strategic Transport Study commented on
the effects of A4174 link (which was not recommended by the study) and
questions what has changed.
- Notes that Campaign for Rural England report shows that road schemes
generate traffic in both the short and long term rather than reduce it.
Questions the M4 J18a scheme options would therefore succeed when other
schemes did not?

D

Economic case
- While the Western route would provide good access between the M4 and
Science Park and Lyde Green businesses these would not be the case with the
Eastern routes. The proposed Eastern routes would be less direct than existing
routes.
- References research that shows that the economic gains of road building are
marginal.
- Considers there is no evidence that the economic case for a junction and link
road has been made.
- Concerns that the consultation document did not address the negative impact
of the Eastern route on existing businesses in Pucklechurch and Siston
(provides list). Notes particular impact on Westerleigh Crematorium (which
would also have an impact on the efficient flow of traffic approaching the new
junction).
Environment
- Various comments made about environmental information omitted from
consultation document, including location of Siston Brook, route of Bristol
Water’s water main.
- General concern that limited information available on environmental topics.
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Organisation

Summary of comments made
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- Considers that Eastern route would drive three miles of dual carriageway
through 35 hectares of open, productive countryside.
- Feels that impact of the Eastern routes could not be mitigated to meet the
requirements of the scheme objective.
- Feel that environmental impacts (egland take from Green Belt) have been
downplayed.
- Notes that impact on visual amenity should be recognised as an impact for
everyone (not just local residents) and that Eastern Alignment A is visible from
the Cotswold AONB.
- Serious concerns about the ‘apparent minimal amount of environmental
assessment’ work.
- Constraints map does not adequately represent the environmental character
of the area that would be affected. Refers to drone footage for more
information.
- Provides details of data collected from the Bristol Regional Environmental
Record Centre on areas that would be impacted by the Eastern routes,
including two sites of Nature Conservation Interest, Phase 1 habitats and
Pucklechurch woodland and allotments and various listed plant and animal
species.

D

Green Belt and Landscape
- Disagrees that the permanence of the Green Belt will not be compromised as a
result of delivering either of the two Eastern routes.
- Does not believe that the consultation demonstrates the significant benefits
reported in order to be able to demonstrate the very special circumstances
required to outweigh harm.
- Considers that the Eastern routes would make the area vulnerable to
undesirable encroachment in the future.
- Refers to the Landscape Character Assessment for South Gloucestershire (SPD)
which identified the features of the Pucklechurch area and highlights that this
is not an unused landscape – it is a productive agricultural landscape and also a
recreational, accessible and sustainable landscape that provides many benefits
to a wide variety of people.
- Constraints plan omits the Community Forest LDP and Regional Cycle Route 17.
- Notes that 18 footpaths and bridleways would be bisected across Pucklechurch
and Siston parishes.
Air Quality
- Considers it a major oversight that air quality is not addressed within the
consultation documentation.
- Particularly notes impact of Eastern routes on Shortwood residents who ‘would
be hemmed in by busy roads and most at risk from the effects of compromised
air quality should either of the Eastern routes be delivered.’
Cultural Heritage
- Consider the harm that either Eastern route would do to the conservation
areas of Pucklechurch and Siston ‘is completely unacceptable’ and at odds with
policy.
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Organisation

Summary of comments made
- Notes that the Phase 1 report only references listed buildings and archaeology
relevant to the Western route.
- Notes Pucklechurch Conservation Area was shown incorrectly on consultation
maps and the Siston Conservation Area was not clearly shown.
- Detailed information provided on the history of Pucklechurch and the location
of listed buildings across Pucklechurch and Siston (provides list).
- Notes, in particular, the damage that both Eastern routes would do to the
setting of Siston Court.
- Notes that the Eastern route would interact with areas of worked and
unworked coal. Notes potential also for early iron mining.
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People and communities
- Questions why, when the consultation documentation noted that the Eastern
Alignment B had severe impacts, it was included in the consultation documents
at all?
- Questions why no opportunity was provided for public scrutiny of other
options that were deemed undeliverable due to adverse impacts.
- Considers that “The delivery of either of the Eastern routes would result in the
fragmentation of our community; they would do damage to its sense of
identify and cohesion and out our residents’ health and well-being at
immediate risk.”
- Notes that Pucklechurch has three main areas but that two (Parkfield and
Shortwood) are not clearly shown on the consultation plans.
- Considers that Parkfield would be isolated from all essential facilities and
amenities in Pucklechurch and that Shortwood would be surrounded by main
roads.
- Consider that it is ‘hard to see’ how no buildings would need to be acquired by
compulsory purchase and that there would be ‘a clear need to acquire
productive farmland’ which would likely render farms no longer viable.
- Eastern routes would impact on the Gypsy and Traveller community and safe
guarded sites.
- Notes that ‘homes do not have to be destroyed to be blighted…’
- Reports that the Parish Council has received reports of mortgage lenders
refusing to lend on the basis that if a road were to be built the property would
be blighted.
Cost
- Considerable concern about the costs of the routes. No breakdown is
provided.
- Confusion over what elements need to be included within the costs for this
project (and what is included elsewhere, for example in the JTS).
- Consider that ‘allowances’ made for various elements does not instil
confidence that all costs are taken into account (eg costs of utilities).
- For the Western route considers that more explanation is required for the
need to, and therefore the cost of, re-routing the motorway.
- Considers the routes, in particular the Eastern routes, are ‘too big a price and
too big a risk for not enough return.’
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Organisation

Summary of comments made

Objects to Eastern route
- Feel that logic and sound planning principles should determine route choice.
- Feels that a Western route would make maximum use of the existing
north/south transport corridor and bring benefit to businesses.
- Considers the Eastern route contradicts the objective to ‘minimise the impact
of traffic/infrastructure on the environment.’
- Notes that the Eastern route would have an environmentally damaging effect
on the Parish of Siston running through Conservation Area, Green Belt and
valued open countryside. Preservation of heritage landscape is a top priority
for all residents and councillors.
Sodbury Town - Prefer Western route
Council
- No other comments made.
Yate Town
- Considers Western route ‘the better of the two’ but with the caveat that
Council
assessment and mitigation of local impacts north of the motorway up to and
including Yate is essential as part of the scheme.
- Project must include plans and costing for links to Yate and clear data on
implications for traffic. This must not be an optional extra or left to be done by
someone else.
- Disappointed that the consultation materials did not include detail north of the
motorway.
- Highlights need to determine a route for the Yate Link. Believe it should go
right round to the Iron Acton Road, and at a ‘two-way’ Park and Ride site
serving both Bristol and Yate bound traffic and linking to the heart of the new
development. This should be modelled, costed and including in the funding
package from the outset.
- Concerned that junction and works will draw on otherwise committed local
highway money.
Westerleigh
Prefers Western route
Parish Council* - Western route is further from Westerleigh Village, uses existing infrastructure,
has not so much impact on Green Belt land and is nearer for Bristol traffic.
- Concerned that both Eastern alignments have too much impact on Green Belt
and Pucklechurch.
Wick and
Supports neither route
Abson Parish
- Concerned that any new road would attract more traffic.
Council*
- Concerned that both Eastern alignments would increase traffic on narrow roads
with weight restrictions.
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Siston Parish
Council
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3.7 Other organisations
Other letters and emails were received from:
•

Businesses

•

Resident/user groups

•

Utilities companies

•

Umbrella groups

•

Organisations representing landowners.

Their comments are summarised in Table 3-6 below.
(*) indicates response from the questionnaire, included here for completeness.
Table 3-6: Correspondence made by organisations/businesses

- Supports Eastern route (with no preference for alignment past Pucklechurch)
- Eastern route offers shorter access to land for housing development from
motorway, and presents opportunities to open up additional land for development.
- Considers Eastern route to provide most effective solution to traffic problems and
notes it is lower cost.
- Welcomes the provision of a link to Yate in principle.
- Support J18a in principle but consider insufficient information provided to make a
judgement on a preferred route
- Considers that a new junction would help improve network resilience and journey
time reliability and would help tackle congestion at M32 J1, M4 J19 and on the
A4174.
- Considers that a new junction would help improve accessibility to South Bristol if
operating in conjunction with a new orbital route around the south of the city, and
also access to B&NES.
- Supports scheme objectives.
- Considers junction to be an important part of an overall wider JTS package.
- Feel that both routes should be kept open until more work is undertaken and that
insufficient info (particularly traffic info) is provided to make comment.
- Notes that the Western route would improve access to Lyde Green and the Science
Park, increasing attractiveness for investors and benefiting existing businesses.

D

Barton
Willmore (on
behalf of
Barratt
Developments
and Bloor
Homes re land
at Warmley)
Barratt Homes

Summary of comments made
- No preference
- Bristol Airport welcomes the objectives of the scheme (but are unable to provide a
route preference).
- Supports J18a as part of a package of measures
- Considers a junction (in any location) will boost employment and housing
accessibility and attractiveness in East Bristol.
- Support scheme objectives.
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Organisation
Bristol Airport

Business West
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Esso

-

IM Land (on
behalf of
landowners
near
Pucklechurch)

-

-

-

D
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-

Western route improves M4 access for East Bristol and encroaches less into the
Countryside.
Considers the Eastern route would better support orbital movement around the
east of the urban area, particularly if it were to operate in conjunction with a new
orbital highway.
Notes that the Eastern route would create potential pressure for development to
the east of the A4174 and this should be carefully considered.
Details of Fawley to Avonmouth pipeline provided.
Note that Esso have no objections to the proposals so long as special requirements
for safe working are adhered to.
Support the principle of a new M4 Junction 18a
Expects the JTS to present a compelling case for J18a but is unclear at what point
the junction becomes justified and whether it will be needed ahead of JSP led
development.
Feels J18a should be tested in combination with the wider JTS transport package
measures.
Broadly agrees with study area, but unsure of evidence to limit eastern and western
extents.
Feels process for rejecting some early options is not sufficiently clear. Queries
whether perceived constraints were fully considered. Example of fuel distribution
centre cited.
Particular concerns around way in which options 3c and 4c have been rejected.
Considers option 3c to offer a better option than 3a or 3b.
Considers that objectives "provide a reasonable basis for developing an appropriate
solution". However, concerned that they are not closely aligned with the reported
justification for the need. Notes that the need is reportedly provided by (as yet
unseen) evidence in the JTS, which focussed on 2036, while the objectives are
focussed on existing traffic issues. Suggests objectives should be revisited to align
with justification of need.
Considers that the Eastern Alignment A performs better than the Western route in
terms of greater reduction of traffic on the M4, greater potential to remove traffic
from the A432, placing less pressure on Almondsbury Interchange, greater
opportunities to reallocate corridor capacity between Yate and Bristol, less impact
on noise important areas.
View on Alignment B is the same as Alignment A, albeit that amenity impacts to
Pucklechurch are noted.
Note that, for Eastern routes, what appears to be a large increase in traffic flows
represents an increase on a new link therefore it is not clear if this would cause
congestion. Whereas the increases associated with the Western route represent
real increases on an existing, and congested, link.
Considers that Option 3c could have similar benefits to the Eastern routes in terms
of congestion, collisions, network resilience and reliability, provide a balance,
between closer connection to the Science Park and Lyde Green and providing
enhanced access for non-car modes, take the route further away from
Pucklechurch, be lower cost than Eastern routes A or B.
Considers that the Western route would be at capacity very soon after delivery and
that if future Highways England policy continues to advise that junctions need to be
2 km apart, this would preclude a further additional junction in future. Considers
future proofing to be important.

-

-

-

-
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- No clear preference stated, but support further work on Western route
- Considers study ‘a sound piece of work’ but limited in scope which fails to adopt a
holistic, joined up approach.
- Notes that the Eastern route is cheaper but considers it to have few obvious
advantages.
- Considers that the choice is between the Western alignment, and opposing a J18a
altogether. Considers a case for a J18a has been proven and that any support for
the Western route should be with the caveat that assessment and mitigation of
local impacts is essential.
- Keen to see more detailed traffic data.
- Considers that the cost of a Yate link in each route should be considered as this may
change the cost differential between options.
- Keen to see a route for the Yate Link determined. Suggest that this should be
ambitious and go around to the Iron Acton Road, ending at a two way Park and Ride
site serving both Bristol-bound and Yate-bound traffic.
- Further consideration of alternative modes required – eg Metrobus.
- Considers that the Bristol to Bath Railway Path and the route for the Yate Spur
should be protected under any proposal.
Kendleshire
- Strong objection to Western route
Golf Club*
- Western route would move the motorway very close to the golf course, take away
some of our land already dedicated to future golf course use, and cause major
disruption to our customers' access to the club whil the Westerleigh Rd work was
underway.
- Notes that the Western route also gives no scope for linking towards Yate.
- If Eastern route is built, prefers Alignment A (on questionnaire) as has less impact
on Pucklechurch.
- Suggests a ‘middle’ option should be considered near the Henfield Road underpass
of the M4. Considers this to be less disruptive to businesses and residents, with
more space for infrastructure and potential to link to Yate.
Pucklechurch
- Object to M4 J18a
Parish
- Notes that the Neighbourhood Plan consultation showed that residents value
Neighbourcommunity, put a high value on rural location, like the tranquillity of the area, worry
hood Plan
about traffic and perceive poor public transport as a problem.
Steering Group - Considers study to be inadequate, particularly in failing to consider a public
transport alternative.
- Considers that this study does not consider the impact of people’s lives – the
assessment should include impact on people’s homes, health, livelihood and access
to amenities.
- Concerns over environmental assessment work undertaken. Notes that many
heritage assets were not included, boundaries of the Pucklechurch conservation
area were wrong and the Siston Conservation Area was not identified.
- Considers analysis of traffic impacts to be poor, with no consideration of induced
traffic and an underestimation of increased traffic through Shortwood,
Pucklechurch, Siston and Westerleigh.
- Considers that consultation was not adequately publicised and that mapping used
was not clear.
- Notes that the final JTS documents assume the need for a junction and identify the
Eastern route. Queries how the consultation can have influenced the JTS?
Mitigation measures were not identified.

D
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ft

Joint cycleway
group
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North Bristol
SusCom

- Eastern route wold impact the Green Belt which supports flora and fauna (including
species on the red and amber list) and would bisect 18 footpaths and bridleways.
- Eastern route would generate noise and pollution. It would make people feel like
they live in Bristol, not in the countryside.
- Considers any junction would have a temporary and marginal effect in reducing
congestion. Considers it would increase traffic in the long run and increase traffic on
rural roads around Pucklechuch. Considers traffic flow maps in the consultation
lacked data and did not include the road through Shortwood.
- Concerned that options do not include sustainable modes – feel that money could
be better spent on other measures to reduce congestion and air pollution.
- Do not feel able to form a view as to whether project should proceed or not at this
time.
- Feel that it is difficult to comment on the need for the scheme as the JTS was not
published at the time of writing and the consultation documents contain little
technical evidence.
- Disappointed that the consultation document doesn't clearly state potential
implications of a ’do nothing‘ option or an ’invest in sustainable transport options
only’.
- Considers it important to look at J18a alongside the wider JTS measures and notes
that whether the JTS measures are put in place or not affects their view on whether
to support this project. In particular, the group wants to be clear whether
supporting one project will mean that another is not delivered.
- Concerned that road building tends to increase traffic.
- Notes that concern has been raised among current businesses in the Emersons
Green area that the Western route will increase traffic in and around Emersons
Green.
- Keen to see investment in sustainable transport prioritised in advance of road
building. Notes that traditionally it has been easier to fund road projects and do not
want to see this happen at the expense of sustainable transport within the JTS
packages.
- Favour Western route
- Notes that Eastern route would be visible from Dyrham Park and the wider AONB.
Note that tree planting could help to reduce impact, but that lighting would
exacerbate this.
- Should there be a demonstrable need for J18a, favour a solution to the west.
- Consider that Eastern route would encourage further development of the Green
Belt and impact on the AONB.
- Would like to see environmental impacts, including heritage and landscape, fully
considered.
- Confirmed that no apparatus or services would be affected.
- General comments, plus support for a member who objects to Eastern routes
- General support for improvements to the M4/A4174 to help support the local
economy and the transport industry.
- Notes that provision must be made for commercial vehicles needing to access the
area.
- Notes that congestion on the A4174 and poor access to the business parks is a
constraint upon future business growth.

National Trust

Network Rail
Road Haulage
Association
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Siston
Residents
Group
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Seabank
Power Ltd
Siston Court
Residents
Company

- Notes that the M4 J19/A4164 already operates over capacity during peak periods
and that there are limited alternative routes to bypass these bottlenecks. Notes that
congestion on the A4174 creates secondary impacts for example,
pollution from stationary traffic on diversion of traffic onto smaller route.
Secondary impacts need to be assessed.
- Concern that any scheme would cause delay and disruption during construction.
- Notes that Eastern alignment A would have a significant impact on an established
local haulage business. It would require a much less direct route from the business
premises to the mail road, increasing costs and mileage. Notes risk of potential
business closure should the business become unviable. Notes potential knock on
effects in terms of pollution and noise, for example resulting from need for HGVS to
take alternative routes
- Comment on interaction with utilities
- Notes that Eastern alignment B would affect a SeaBank gas pipeline asset.
- Object to Eastern routes
- Object due to impact on the green belt, the Pucklechurch and Siston Conservation
Areas, listed buildings, the environment, including noise, emissions and light
pollution.
- Considers that the Eastern route does not make sense in terms of providing access
from the motorway to the Science Park.
- Concerned Eastern route will turn Siston Lane into a feeder road from the A420.
- Would open the way for future proposals for intensive development in a sensitive
environment.
- Object to both Eastern routes
- Concerned that Eastern routes would have a significant impact on Siston
Conservation Area. Resident group formed specifically to support residents in
dealing with this proposal.
- Siston parish already suffers from pollution and congestion and dangerous 'rat runs.
Considers that the Eastern routes would escalate this problem.
- Considers documentation lacks correct information and is biased.
- Felt that staff at consultation had limited knowledge, were unable to answer
questions satisfactorily and had little or no empathy/sympathy for local residents’
wellbeing, homes and livelihoods.
- Comment on interaction with utilities
- Notes that the Surf – CDBL – Surf Iron Acton to Bristol Feeder Road Sky route is
indirectly affected. This infrastructure is leased from Surf Telecoms.
- Object to M4 J18a and associated works
- Westerleigh Crematorium and Cemetery is not identified on any proposal drawing,
despite being 700 m north of Eastern route.
- Considers traffic information provided insufficient to confirm the impact of a new
J18a on the Crematorium and the local road network.
- Based on knowledge of the local area, considers that either route will increase
traffic on B4465 Westerleigh Road past site and on the roads to the north. These
roads are used by funeral corteges. Additional traffic would lead to increased noise
and air pollution next to this sensitive site.
- The analysis provided does not take into account the crematorium. lt has not
therefore been shown that the local road junctions, including the signalised junction
of the B4465 with Shorthill Road to the north of the crematorium, would be able to

Peter Evans
Partnership on
behalf of
Westerleigh
Group
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-

-

Wales and
West Utilities
Ltd
Wick Quarry*

JSM Group
Local Business

-

D

-

Prefers Eastern route
Eastern route would provide business with quicker and easier access to the M4.
Prefers Alignment A as it leaves a buffer for Pucklechurch.
Provided details of apparatus in the vicinity of the Western route.
Object to Eastern routes
Both Eastern routes A and B considered to have ’highly detrimental impact’ on local
haulage business located close to Eastern Alignment A. Likely to impact HGV
routing/access and add time, distance and cost to HGV journeys.
No evidence to support claim that traffic through Pucklechurch will reduce.
Business on the Pucklechurch trading estate will still access the M4 via the village if
the Eastern route went ahead.
Concerned that Eastern alignment A will create safety issues, including for routes to
school – due to location of proposed roundabouts near to haulage business and on
dangerous bend.
Numerous concerns about the study process, including that local businesses were
not consulted, alternatives to road projects have not been considered, data is out of
date, there has been no adequate assessment of how the scheme objectives will be
met, cost info provided is too high level/value for money has not been justified, all
options have not been examined (should include no junction).
Prefers Western route
Business is located right next to the Eastern route.
Business would be subject to increased noise and pollution and massive disruption
during construction under both Eastern route alignments.
Suggests may prejudice future of business.
Prefers Western route
Western route has less impact on open space/countryside.
If an Eastern alignment is built, prefers Alignment B as it impacts less on open space
and perceives Alignment A to lead to further development
Significant concern about impact of Eastern route

ra
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-

operate satisfactorily with the additional levels of traffic that Junction 18a would
generate through the area.
Notes that no funding allocated for the route to Yate. Without the provision of the
Yate link, which in itself could have a significant noise and air pollution impact on
the Westerleigh site, traffic would need to use the existing local roads between
Yate, Chipping Sodbury and the new Junction 18a including the 84465 Westerleigh
Road.
It is unclear as part of the consultation whether any monies have been allowed for
improvements north of the M4.
Considers that traffic would increase along the B4465 Westerleigh Road because
the northern section of the A4174 is congested and traffic flows would be lower to
the north of the M4, thus making the route more attractive.
Considers that impact of the crematorium should have been considered and that
the impact of both routes should now be reconsidered, taking into account the
needs of the crematorium.
Comment on interaction with utilities
Location of utility assets (gas) in proximity to both routes noted.

-

-

Local
Business*

-

Local Farm
Business*

-

Local Business

-
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Local Business

- Considers impact of Eastern route would be highly detrimental and would likely lead
to closure of bed and breakfast business. Route would affect the value of the
business/home. Would reduce number of customers.
- Eastern route would leave property in a triangle of roads and would generate
significant noise.
- Eastern route would impact on historic properties, Conservation Area and wildlife.
- Considers the Western route to be the logical option.
- Supports Western route
- Western route preferred, and as a second choice Option 3 considered preferable to
no junction at all.
- Business currently affected by frequent congestion on the M4, M32 and A4174.
- Employees also affected by congestion as part of their daily commute.
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4 Correspondence from members of the
public
4.1 Introduction
The comments made in the letters and emails from members of the public received during the formal
consultation period are summarised in this section.
Correspondence was received from 232 individuals. Some respondents submitted more than one
piece of correspondence. In total, 268 pieces of correspondence were reviewed.
Letters received before the start of the consultation period are summarised separately in Section 5.

4.2 Methodology for analysis
The letters and emails received were reviewed, in the following steps:
An overall view of each individual piece of correspondence was interpreted from the information
provided. This was recorded in a format that reflected the overall nature of comments made and
recognised that many of the letters were stating objections to routes/alignments and that where
an objection was made, this did not imply support for others. The categories used for this
summary of views, was therefore dictated by the views themselves because the categories stated
in the questionnaire were not used, as many of the responses did not fall naturally under these
headings.

•

Comments were summarised, paraphrased and categorised and are reported in this section of
the report under the Business Case headings (as discussed in Section 1.5). Where comments are
listed this is no indication of priority. This list is intended to provide an overview of the variety of
issues and comments made, therefore where a comment was made multiple times this is listed
only once.
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•

Comments have been grouped under headings which reflect the topics that the DfT guidance advises
for a study of this type. See section 1.5 for full details.

4.3 Summary of overall view
The overall view expressed in each piece of correspondence (noting that some respondents
submitted multiple correspondence, some with different views at different times) was interpreted
from the content and is summarised in Table 4-1. In each case, a category was allocated based on the
main emphasis of the comments made. Where the information was general in nature and no overall
view can be established, no specific category is allocated.
This review is recognised as being a subjective assessment of the information given, therefore is
intended only to give a broad overview of the nature of the feedback received. It should not be used
as definitive quantitative information.
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Table 4-1: Overall view stated in correspondence from members of the public

View – for

Number

View – against

Number

Support principle of a new junction

6

26

Support Western route

6

Do not support principle of a new
junction
Object to Western route
Object to both Eastern routes

115

Support Eastern routes
Support Eastern alignment A

2

2

Object to Eastern B
Object to all/both

No specific view given/general comments made
Note – the numbers relate to pieces of correspondence, rather than individuals

90
21

4.4 Views expressed
Comments on any new junction

ft

4.4.1

ra

Within the letters and emails from members of the public, a number of comments were made
relating to the overarching principle of providing a new Junction 18a, or comments relating to all the
possible options, rather than specifically to the proposal of an Eastern or Western route. Table 4-2
summarises these comments.
This table should be read alongside Table 4-1 above which shows that more feedback against a new
Junction 18a was received than feedback for a new junction.
Table 4-2: Comments about any Junction 18a from the correspondence from members of the public

Comments raised – generally for

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

•

Need for a junction –
Acknowledgement of the need for
a new junction to alleviate traffic
problems. Recognise the need to
improve connectivity from M4 to
East of Bristol. It is thought a new
junction should also reduce
congestion at current Junction 18.
View that the needs of the
motorway should dictate where a
new junction should be located.

•

•

Further enhancements – There
were suggestions to how plans
could further be improved,
including incorporation of a link to
new junction on M5 (near J21) to
prevent existing problems shifting
to southern suburbs of Bristol and
improve access to airport. Concern

Need for junction – Concern that
evidence demonstrating the need for a
new junction was lacking, that no
junction would meet the objectives of
the Scheme and no economic case for a
junction has been made. A new
junction would not address traffic
issues caused by cars heading into
central Bristol. Most congestion has
been caused by either temporary lane
closures or ’improvements’ to roads
rather than underlying traffic volumes.
‘Problems’ the study seeks to address
were not recognised as problems by
some respondents.

•

Objectives – Scheme objectives were
not considered to be met by either of
the routes/alignments.

D

Business cases
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•

Traffic increase – Notes that the
Campaign to Protect Rural England: The
End of the Road, report concludes that
building roads encourages more traffic
and will increase congestion. Concern
therefore that junction will bring more
traffic. Feeling that a new junction
would not meet the overall objectives
and that any traffic reduction on
existing roads would be temporary.
Junction not considered a sustainable
option.

•

Alternatives – Instead of a new
junction, more should be done to deter
car use and encourage healthier, less
congesting modes of transport to help
reduce congestion, in particular public
transport, additional smart motorways,
park and ride, intelligent use of traffic
signals, improvement to M4/M32
junction, metrobus, cycling,
monorail/tram, changes to weight
restrictions.

ft

that without these additional
measures, the current proposals
will exacerbate the existing
problem.

Alternatives – Consider that a lower key
solution should be possible, for
example between the Folly pub and
Henfield.

•

Policies - A new Junction goes against
vision of local authorities and goal of
innovative and progressive thinking. A
new junction fails to align with visions
of WECA or follow SGCs own
guidelines.

•

Development – Concern that any
junction would lead to future
encroachment of development.

•

Current infrastructure – The Avon Ring
Road should be completed before
access to M4 is considered to prevent
overflow of traffic. There are further
concerns that the road at Westerleigh
village has narrow sections and is
already congested with a weight limit.

•

Problem – J18 doesn’t tackle the
problem – the actual traffic problem is
around Hambrook and the ring road on
both sides of the M32.

D
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None noted

None noted

Economy

None noted

•

Value for money – Concern that no
justification/evidence was provided to
demonstrate that a junction would
deliver value for money.

•

Cost – The money needed to build a
new junction could be better spent
elsewhere or on other services. Feeling
that environmental costs outweigh
benefits.

•

Cost – There was concern about the
link road to Yate crossing the South
Wales main railway and associated
costs.

No comments noted.
•

Time savings – Strong feeling that the
time saving created by the junction is
not worth the destruction of land,
property and other negative
consequences. Costs > Benefits.

D
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Delivery/
management

Long term view – Concern that the
need for a junction could be defunct in
future with new technologies.
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Financial

•
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•

Network resilience – Both Eastern and
Western routes do little to improve
network resilience. A4174 is not a ring
road. Impact of traffic on A4 is example
of moving problem to another part of
network.

•

Congestion – All options would create
bottleneck at end of ring road before
Keynsham at Hicks gate. Drivers using
M4 travelling West will use new
junction as rat run to reach Bristol
Airport or M5 by avoiding Almondsbury
interchange.

•

Businesses – Any junction could cause
damage to local businesses. Concern
that a junction could lead to loss of jobs
in the local area. Questions how new
roads can successfully promote local
business.

•

Traffic routeing – There was concern
that this may create a bottleneck at
Brislington.

Environment

•

Accessibility – A new junction
would provide access to and from
M4 for residents of East Bristol and
Kingswood/Staple Hill/Downend
areas without need to travel
through Filton, Stoke Gifford, Little
Stoke and Patchway.

•

Environment – A junction is contrary to
published materials stating importance
of Green Belt and preserving historical
settlements and would result in
destruction of countryside and negative
impacts to wildlife.

•

Pollution – Concerns about the
generation of additional noise, light and
atmospheric pollution under any
option.

•

Wildlife – Any junction would impact on
wildlife.

•

Community impacts – Implications for
quality of life and creation of health
issues is a significant concern. Feel any
junction would impact rural
communities and lead to a reduction in
leisure opportunities. Concern about
impact of increased traffic routing
through areas such as Warmley, Wick
and Mangotsfield.

ft

Social

None noted

Impact on rural roads – Concern that
closure of the link road due to accident
or road works would impact on local
roads. Particular concern that either
option would increase traffic through
Westerleigh.
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4.4.2

Accidents – concern that both options
would increase accidents and increase
danger to pedestrians and cyclists, due
to increased traffic on minor roads.

Comments on the Western route

The comments expressed in the letters and emails, in relation to the Western route, are summarised
in Table 4-3.
This table should be read alongside Table 4-1 above which shows the number of letters received
specifically focussing on the Western route. Note that comments on the Western route have also
been taken from those letters that focussed on the Eastern route (as many respondents made
comments and comparisons on a range of options).
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Table 4-3: Comments about the Western Route from correspondence from members of the public

Comments raised – generally for

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

•

Congestion – Western route
preferred because it is perceived
to have the largest material
improvement to A4174 and its
junctions where local
improvements are currently
needed.

•

Proposed route – The proposed route is
overly complicated and junction is too
close to existing J19 with M32 and
would likely cause disruption to
motorway traffic during construction
and not improve traffic flow to M4 or
ease congestion to ring road.

•

M4 – Western route is well
positioned to provide balance for
individuals travelling West and
East along M4 and to keep heavy
traffic away from residential areas
and rural villages. Connection of
the Ring Road to M4 via Western
route requires shorter stretch of
improved road in comparison to
Eastern routes which cross green
belt land.

•

Scale – Concern that the scale of the
project is greater than required to meet
the actual need.

•

Congestion – Concern that the Western
route will not solve current congestion
problems and will result in increased
congestion, specifically where the M4
and M5 merge at Almondsbury and at
areas of A4174, eg at the Dramway
roundabout.

ft

Business cases

Delivery/mana
gement

Economy

A4174 – It was noted that the A4174 is
incomplete and that until finished, a
junction would just add to congestion
problems.

ra

•

Cost – The Western route would
minimise future infrastructure
costs, strengthen existing and
future economies of Emersons
Green and Lyde Green with the
possibility of unlocking economic
potential.

D

Financial

•

•

Construction Impacts – Western
route has a smaller population that
would be near construction areas.

•

Alternative options – It was
suggested that the Western route
use the current position of the
motorway with a junction to suit –
this would reduce costs. Another
suggestion was to implement
junction at Westerleigh and then
use current feeder roads (with
improvements) and smart
motorway updates to meet usage
demands if needed.

•

Business – Western route would
strengthen existing and future
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▪ Cost – Concern/uncertainty about the
cost of the Western route.

•

Realignment of M4 – Concern that
realignment of M4 for Western route
was not needed and included only to
make Western look more expensive.

▪ Mitigation – Should a Western option
be taken forward, it will be important to
consider speed restrictions,
pedestrian/cycle improvements,
improvements to public transport and
noise mitigation.

•

Local economy – Western route would
arrive when businesses and other

economies of Emersons Green and
Lyde Green, with the possibility of
unlocking economic potential.

Environmental – The Western
route will have the least impact on
the environment and landscape
compared with Eastern routes.

•

•

•

Noise – Concern that current noise
levels are already high and believe data
about this will be out of date because
Lyde Green is a new neighbourhood. It
was noted with concern that noise will
be even greater with a new junction.

•

Environment – Strong concerns about
the environmental impact of the
Western route, including damage to
Green Belt land.

ft

•

Community impacts – Western
route would have a smaller
negative impact on local residents
and be good for the local
community at Leap Valley through
reduced traffic and noise pollution
and improved air quality.

D

Social

Business – Improved traffic flow
along A4174 to M32 J1 generated
by Western route is thought to
benefit Science Park and Lyde
Green businesses and better serve
the long-term needs of the area.

•

Heritage – Notes that Western route is
also likely to impact on Listed Buildings.

•

Residential Impact – Concern about the
damaging impacts to local residents. It
was felt that their quality of life is
already impacted due to Metro bus
installation and current long-term
railway works at Chedworth and that a
new M4 junction would exacerbate
this.

•

Geographic and physical isolationConcern that Lyde Green would be
hemmed in by three main roads, new
link roads/junction and intensification
of the existing ring road. It was noted
that this would isolate the community
and cause further issues with both
social and physical isolation.
Additionally, it was felt that a junction
would exacerbate current walking and
cycling difficulties in the area. Concern
also over impact to Westerleigh village.

•

Rat-running – Concern that Lyde Green
would be in danger of becoming a rat
run for those wishing to avoid the ring
road, presenting a number of highway
safety issues (particularly with a

ra

Environment

•

organisations are already well
established, such that potential for
further commercial or similar
development will be limited.

Community – The realignment of
the M4 beneficially moves it
further from Lyde Green
development.
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primary school, nursery and community
centre on the main trunk road).

4.4.3

Comments on the Eastern route

Table 4-4 summarises the wide range of very strong comments that were made in opposition to the
Eastern route.
It should be noted that these letters express a strong degree of upset and anger at the Eastern route
proposals and that many of the letters were very personal and emotional, explaining the impacts
likely to be experienced by individuals. The comments made echo (but elaborate on) the concerns
that were also expressed in the pre-consultation letters (see Section 5) and the questionnaire (see
Section 2).
Most of the letters and emails made comments and objections about an Eastern route in general and
did not specifically reference either Alignment A or Alignment B. However, where a comment does
relate to a specific alignment this is highlighted.
This table should be read alongside Table 4-1 above, which shows the number of letters received
objecting to the Eastern route outweighs the number of letters in support.
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Table 4-4: Comments about the Eastern Route from correspondence from members of the public

Business cases

Comments raised – generally for

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

•

•

Green Belt – Eastern alignments
require construction of a greater
length of road needing to pass
through Green Belt. Respondents
strongly objected to building on
Green Belt land.

ra
Interaction with motorway –
Allows for a smoother integration
of M4 traffic and avoids
likelihood of traffic rat running
back onto the M32 (as is
perceived to may be the case
with the Western option).

•

Location – Eastern route considered
to be unacceptable development in
an unsustainable location. Western
route is a more logical location, next
to the motorway. Eastern route does
not benefit Science Park, Lyde Green
or Emersons Green. Bath motorway
junction already serves access to the
M4 from the A4174 and A420.
Eastern route does little to tackle
M32/M5 congestion.

•

Policy – Eastern route contradicts
planning policy on Green Belt and
preservation of Conservation Areas.

•

Development – Concerned that the
building of either Eastern alignment
would facilitate future housing and
development of the surrounding area,
resulting in greater loss of Green Belt
land.

D

•

Location – Eastern Alignment A
seen as less disruptive to existing
infrastructure.
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Need for junction – A new junction
will not tackle congestion problems, is
not necessary and could encourage
car travel instead of public transport
use.

•

Alternatives – Money should be spent
on road maintenance and public
transport instead.

•

Long term impact – Concern that new
roads would generate additional
traffic. And that the Eastern route
would result in additional congestion.

•

Options – It was felt that the Eastern
routes is superfluous/not a genuine
option. Believes there is another
motive for an Eastern route (ie to
build houses/facilitate new
development). Many respondents did
not see Alignment B as a genuine
option and could not understand why
it was included.

ft

•

East v west – Eastern alignment B has
no advantages but more
disadvantages than other options.
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•

Financial

None noted
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•

Objectives – Eastern routes are
contrary to Scheme objectives.
Respondents considered the real
traffic problem to be around
Hambrook and the ring road both
sides of the M32. Does not tackle
traffic problems in Pucklechurch and
Wick.

•

Cost – Concern that the Eastern
routes were suggested as a cost
cutting measure to reduce cost of
creating new link to M4 in comparison
to Western route.

•

Costs – Costs were perceived to be
biased and deceptive, there was
concern that roundabouts shown on
Western route are not needed and
were added to make Western route
seem more expensive than Eastern
routes.

•

Cost/Alternative spending – The
Eastern routes were considered to be
expensive, with respondents

commenting that money could be
better spent elsewhere, including on
maintenance of existing roads and
public transport improvements.

•

Construction – It was noted that
Eastern alignment A may be
more practical to implement with
the least disturbance on existing
infrastructure.

Costs – There should be increased
awareness of increased costs of
compulsory purchase orders and
mitigation infrastructure required for
Eastern routes.

•

Felt estimated costs were inaccurate
as, for example, Westerleigh Road
improvements would be needed with
Eastern routes too, yet price of this
not included in total cost.

•

Disruption/construction impacts –
There was concern about disruption
during construction and the
associated visual impacts.

•

Utilities – Concern about the impact
on the gas pipeline, and fibre serving
the Science Park.

•

Interaction with existing routes –
Respondents wanted clarity as to how
the proposed Alignment B
carriageway would intersect with
Parkfield Road.

•

Economic benefits – Eastern routes
were viewed as having no economic
benefits, especially locally, yet villages
are expected to pay the heavy
economic, social and environmental
costs.

•

Businesses – Concern about impacts
on local trade and employment and
businesses including farms and
agriculture, the Crematorium, Pet
Crematorium and other businesses.
Impact of traffic noise on
crematorium also noted.

•

Travel delay – Concern that increased
traffic would disrupt local businesses
trips.

•

Vehicle kms – Eastern routes will lead
to a significantly greater increase in
total vehicle km travelled than the
Western route.

•

Traffic routing – Eastern
alignment A will remove
temptation created by Western
route for traffic to ‘rat run’ via
M4 back on at M32.

D
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ft

Delivery/
management

•

•

•

Congestion – Eastern alignment A
was also felt to be better for
distance travelling and ease of
congestion on Science Park area
of ring road.
A4174 The Eastern routes would
be most likely to be effective at
filtering traffic off A4174 onto
other highways infrastructure.
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•

Eastern alignment A was
perceived to overcome pollution
objections.

Agriculture – Eastern routes impact
on productive agricultural land and
viability of farming businesses.

•

Ecology – Considerable concern
surrounding the negative impacts for
local wildlife (including red list
species) and their natural habitats and
damage to hedgerows.

•

Visual impact and landscape – Views
from Cotswolds Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, open rural views from
Conservation Area to the West
towards Parkfield and views from
Bristol of the Cotswold Escarpment
skyline, would be impacted.

•

Pollution – Concern about the likely
increase in carbon emissions, noise,
air and light pollution Diversion of
traffic, uphill, as required by Eastern
routes, to join motorway will increase
greenhouse gas emissions. Particular
concern around the impact on School
Children at Pucklechurch School.
Notes that distance between
pollutant sources and residential
properties is much closer for the
Eastern option than for the Western
option.

ra
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Environment

•
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▪ Historic environment – Concerned that
the Eastern routes, in particular
Alignment B, will damage or degrade
historical buildings and heritage
sites/historic landscapes, including
Conservation Areas and Listed
Buildings, and their context within the
natural or farmed environment and
landscape. Note also that non-listed
buildings add to the character of local
villages. Particular concern regarding
the Moat House, Dennisworth Farm,
The Grey House, Siston Court, Lodge
Farm and the Kings Lane area.
Concern that Conservation Areas
shown incorrectly on plans and many
Listed Buildings not shown on plans.
Consider alignment contrary to
Conservation Area Plan and planning
policy.
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▪ Flood risk – There was concern about
risk of increased run off from the link
road to areas already liable to flooding
including Kings Lane and Parkfield
Road. Concern over impact to Siston
Brook.
▪ Water resources – It was noted that
Springs that rise in Kings Lane and
feed small streams that become
Feltham Brook will be disrupted and
take away clean water source for
animals. Concerned about impacts on
Shrubbery Lodge and the
underground reservoir behind it.
▪ Geology – There was concern about
disturbance of geological sites.
Concerned about presence of coal
seams.
•

Anxiety – Options have caused much
concern locally. Concerns over
property values, blight and personal
circumstances.

ft

Social

Property – Significant concern that
individual properties would be
impacted and/or devalued by the
Eastern routes, in particular
Alignment B. Concern that buildings
with poor foundations would be
affected by construction works.
Concern that there is no clarity on
which properties would be
affected/require demolition.

•

Traveller sites – Gypsy and Travellers’
site would also be affected.

•

Access – Concern that Eastern routes
would lead to restricted access to
property.

D
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•

▪ Community impacts – Concern about
harm to sense of community,
residential amenity, health and
wellbeing for residents of
Pucklechurch, Siston, Shortwood,
Warmley and surrounding areas.
▪ Dividing the community – Eastern
routes were perceived to have a
negative impact on community
cohesion, cutting Pucklechurch off
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from Shortwood, Parkfield Rank, the
Vale and Siston. Particular impact on
ability to walk and cycle and impact on
Pucklechurch school.
Village character – Respondents
would like Pucklechurch to retain its
rural village status and atmosphere.

•

Enjoyment of countryside – Eastern
routes would be damaging to the
enjoyment of the countryside –
generally the fields and countryside,
but also the area around Westerleigh
Crematorium.

•

Journeys – Residents who live east of
Bristol, will need to travel further east
before then travelling west towards
Bristol. There should be
consideration of how local residents
access Southmead Hospital.

ft

•

Commuting – Eastern routes would
draw traffic away from Bristol, which
was viewed as counter-productive to
many of the intentions of commuters.
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•

Rat-runs – Eastern routes will increase
traffic and congestion on local roads
as new 'rat runs', including on Siston
Lane and through Westerleigh and
Hinton.

▪ Other modes – Concerned about
impacts to current footpaths,
bridleways and cycleways (including
NCN17) and their users. It was noted
that winding country roads have a 7.5
ft weight limit and are used frequently
by horse riders/cyclists, increasing
safety concerns. Concern that Eastern
proposals conflict with B4465
Pucklechurch Shared Use Path project.
It was noted that there was little
consideration for equestrian heritage
of the area. There was concern about
the impact of increased traffic on
public transport provision.
•
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Accidents – Concern that the Eastern
routes could result in an increase in
congestion related collisions.

•

4.4.4

Accidents – Concerned that the
Eastern routes would create an
accident hotspot – due to likely
insufficient space between
Dramway/Rosary and
Siston/Dramway roundabouts.

Comments on the consultation process

Within the letters and emails from members of the public a range of comments and frustrations were
expressed about the consultation process. The following summarises the issues raised:
Concern that the questionnaire did not give a ‘none of these options’ option.

•

Concern that consultation process did not reach out directly to communities, and was reliant on
accessing information online.

•

Respondents believed the document was biased towards the two Eastern routes and misleading
in terms of information presented.

•

There was concern that the consultation process and document indirectly encouraged support for
the Western route.

•

Felt document lacked consideration of alternatives and impacts on other infrastructure, the
environment, the community, residents and a lack of evidence surrounding long term benefits

•

Considered the document to lack detail, appropriate analysis and transparency. Particularly
concerned with lack of detail on presented maps and images and costings.

•

There were concerns surrounding the quality of the online questionnaire, some concern that this
was leading or biased.

•

Concern that the junction route has been predetermined.

•

Felt there should have been a vote on whether J18a needed/wanted.

•

Concern that a junction will be built using government funds because of political support and that
additional work to manage traffic in the surrounding area will not be implemented for cost
reasons.

•

Staff at consultation events were poorly informed, especially regarding local information and
consequently could not answer questions satisfactorily.

•

The consultation events were not widely publicised and engagement with local residents and
businesses was inadequate.

•

It was suggested that engagement events failed to make adjustments to enable attendance by
disabled persons or to accommodate their needs.

•

Concern that banners put up locally to object to the scheme were taken down.

D
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•
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4.4.5

Comments on the study process

The following comments were made about the study process:
Concern that the decision to build a new junction has been taken in isolation of other strategic
transport issues, and does not appropriately assess the impact of this junction on the wider
transport network.

•

Concern that there is a lack of evidence over the need for a junction.

•

Concern that the impact of a junction, in terms of attracting traffic, has not been considered.

•

A lack of consideration of benefits for other modes of transport eg cycling, buses, trains.

•

The link roads and new junction were seen to offer minimal benefit to local residents but the
impact on the local environment and community is not quantified as a cost unless it involves the
compulsory purchase of land or property. It was suggested that community and environmental
costs should be included.

•

Concern that the eastern route was predetermined because of figures quoted in Joint Transport
Study, which suggested that an Eastern route has been selected.

•

Concerned that there has been no consultation on options already discounted.

•

Concern that insufficient analysis has been undertaken, for example in terms of environmental
impact.

•

Alternative junction options should be considered – for example a Junction 18A should be sited
further east where it can best serve the M4 and the east end of ring road.

•

Alternative scenarios should be considered – for example what could be achieved if spending
similar funds on public transport or cycling.

•

Concern that the impact of the traffic volumes in Westerleigh has not been adequately
considered. Roads through Westerleigh are not adequate to take current volumes of traffic and
either proposal is likely to increase volumes. Consideration should be given to development of the
‘road to nowhere’ at the end of Rodford Way alongside Yate Common to connect to the A432
Badminton Road.

•

Concern that smart motorways are not required, and that they increase traffic.

•

Calls for Option 3C to be reconsidered.

•

Incremental approach should be considered, delivering the junction first and feeder roads later
for the Western route.

•

Underground reservoir behind Shubbery Lodge should be considered.

•

Human impact needs to be given higher profile in assessment work.

•

Concerned that costs presented do not accurately reflect differential. Insufficient consideration
given to locating the Western option such that realignment of the motorway is not required.
Consider that improvement to the ring road would be required under Eastern option and this
would affect cost differential.

•

Information on possible CPO process requested by a number of respondents.

•

Junction should be considered where the M4 crosses Cosgrove Hill/Lane with a short link to
Rosary roundabout.
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5 Other feedback received
This section summarises the other types of feedback received.

5.1 Calls to abandon the Eastern route
Chris Skidmore MP and Luke Hall MP appended a spreadsheet list of 2,102 names to their joint
response to the public consultation. Included at the top of that list was the following statement: “We
the undersigned call on Highways England and South Gloucestershire Council to abandon the
speculative option to build an M4 Link through Pucklechurch and pursue the Western option by placing
one in Emersons Green”. This list was intended to be provided by the MPs as a petition, however it
could not be accepted by South Gloucestershire Council as a valid petition because it does not
provide any confirmation that the individuals named within it consented to have their names
included.

ft

A traditional petition is a paper document with physical signatures from the individuals. More
common today is a e-petition, signing an e-petition requires the individual to register on the site by
providing their name, email address and some home address details. This process clearly requires the
individual to act so as to join the petition, they also know the nature of the petition they are
signing/joining. The spreadsheet document as submitted does not provide the Council with any
certainty that the individuals listed in the document have consented to the inclusion of their names
[and addresses].

ra

Although the list of names cannot be formally considered a valid petition by the council, it is being
referenced in this report so that it can be taken account of as a part of the M4 Junction 18a Link Study
process. Further information regarding the submission of petitions to South Gloucestershire can be
found on www.southglos.gov.uk/council-and-democracy/consultations/petitions

5.2 Pre-consultation correspondence

D

Before the consultation period launched, 45 letters and emails were received from local MPs and
members of the public.
They are dealt with separately from the correspondence received during the consultation period
because they were written ahead of the publication of the consultation documents and project
information, therefore they were a reaction to different information. Essentially, the correspondence
received before the consultation reflects information that was shared by third parties and focussed
on concerns about the Eastern routes. The views expressed in these letters and emails are
summarised briefly in this section.

5.2.1

Method of analysis

As with the correspondence received during the formal consultation period, the letters and emails
received during the pre-consultation phase were reviewed in the following steps:
•

The overall view of each piece of correspondence was interpreted from the information
provided. This was recorded in a format that reflected the overall nature of comments made
and recognised that many of the letters were stating objections to routes/alignments and
that where an objection was made this did not imply support for others. The categories used
for this summary of views, was therefore dictated by the views themselves (the categories
stated in the questionnaire were not used, as many of the responses did not fall naturally
under these headings).
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•

Comments were summarised, paraphrased and categorised and are reported in this section
of the report under the Business Case headings (as discussed in Section 1.5). Where
comments are listed this is no indication of priority. This list is intended to provide an
overview of the variety of issues and comments made, therefore where a comment was
made multiple times this is listed only once.

Comments have been grouped under headings which reflect the topics that the DfT guidance advises
for a study of this type. See Section 1.5 for full details.

5.2.2

Overview of views

Table 5-1 summarises the overall opinions stated in the 45 pre-consultation letters and emails
received.
Table 5-1: Overall view stated in the pre-consultation correspondence

View – for

Number

View – against

Number
1

1

Do not support principle of a new
junction
Object to Western route
Object to both Eastern routes

32

Support principle of a new junction
Support Western route

Support Eastern alignment A

Object to Eastern alignment A
Object to Eastern alignment B

ra

Support Eastern alignment B

ft

Support Eastern routes

No specific view given/general comments made

5.2.3

11

Comments about the Western route

D

One of the pre-consultation letters supported the Western route. In other letters, respondents
highlighted aspects of the Western route that they considered preferable when compared to the
Eastern route. Table 5-2 provides a summary of the issues raised.
Note that because these comments were made ahead of the publication of the full consultation
materials some of the statements made/opinions given are not accurate. Statements below are
summarised and paraphrased from the correspondence. Where the same issue was raised multiple
times, this is listed only once.
Table 5-2: Comments about the Western route in the pre-consultation correspondence

Business case

Comments raised – generally for/positive

Strategic

•

Green Belt – Western route will protect the Green Belt and not cut
through or damage so much of it.

•

Infrastructure – Western route is mostly along existing A4174 ring road,
eastern route requires new or upgraded roads. Don’t want any
development that would result in Pucklechurch becoming part of Lyde
Green, the western route is the best way of achieving this, ie by using
existing infrastructure.

•

Congestion – Western route would reduce traffic through Pucklechurch.

•

Cost – Western route will be cheaper because less road infrastructure is
needed as it is a shorter route, it is also most cost effective and links to

Financial
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the Ring road. The infrastructure mostly already exists for the western
route but the eastern route will need a lot of money to be spent on it.
•

Disruption – This route will cause less disruption and be the most
convenient, especially as the infrastructure is in place near the western
route to deal with roadworks and traffic from a new junction.

Environment

•

Environment – Western route will be less damaging to the environment

Social

•

Accessibility – Western route is shorter so access to Ring road will be
faster than the other routes and improve accessibility of the M4 from the
Sainsbury’s distribution centre. Provides easy access to the M4 and Ring
road. It is also closer to the Science Park and trading estates and is the
best route to ease congestion.

•

Community – Western route has less negative impact on local people and
land and has the most support from the public. The western route will
affect local people differently to how the eastern route will affect
Pucklechurch residents. Western route would be better at serving the
communities of Lyde Green and Emersons Green, there are more people
businesses based in the area of the western route.

Delivery/
management

5.2.4

ft

Economy

Comments about the Eastern route

ra

None of the pre-consultation letters or emails indicated support for the Eastern route, although one
respondent did support the principle of a Pucklechurch bypass. 32 stated clear objections to the
Eastern route. In other letters, a strong opinion/objection was not registered, but concerns about the
Eastern route were highlighted. All of the comments about the Eastern route are summarised in
Table 5-3

D

Note that because these comments were made ahead of the publication of the full consultation
materials some of the statements made/opinions given are not accurate. Statements below are
summarised and paraphrased from the correspondence. Where the same issue was raised multiple
times, this is listed only once.
Table 5-3: Comments about the Eastern route in the pre-consultation correspondence

Business case

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

•

Green Belt – Strong levels of concern over the impact of both Eastern
routes on the Green Belt and farmland (but in particular Alignment A).
Respondents consider the Eastern route would conflict with SGC policy on
protection of the Green Belt. Consider that this is not justified given that
other land is available near the Science Park and that this will impact less
on the Green Belt. Concern also about the impact the building on the
Green Belt will have on habitats, serenity, rural character, health and
wellbeing.

•

Future development – Concern that the Eastern routes will open up land
for development and housing, especially around Pucklechurch.

•

Other development plans – Pucklechurch Neighbourhood Plan does not
include this junction, which would change and delay the village plans.
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Financial

•

Delivery/
management

•
•

•

Congestion – New junction will not reduce traffic and will not benefit the
Science Park or distribution centres. Concern over increased traffic on the
A420, B4465 and also through Pucklechurch.

•

Journey time – Eastern route is longer and therefore motorists are likely to
continue to use the existing M32 junction. There will be longer car
journeys to the Science Park (as the distance would be longer than the
western route).

•

Historic environment – Strong opposition to any route that impacts on
heritage assets and in particular to Alignment B. Strong view that listed
buildings and Conservation Areas (including their setting and views) must
be protected, including those within Pucklechurch and Siston.

ra

Environment

•
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Economy

Cost – Eastern route is a longer route, will go through lots of land and
properties and also passes through Pucklechurch which is built on a hill –
this would increase the costs and build time for the new junction. There is
a suitable route that would cost less.
Disruption – Disruption to local roads and bus routes to Pucklechurch
during construction.
Other – Concern that Bristol Water owns a reservoir near to the proposed
route, the vibrations from construction and traffic may damage the
reservoir.
Businesses – Concern about local businesses being significantly affected,
for example Westerleigh Crematorium. The junction proposals are
hindering some businesses commercial decisions.

Pollution – Concern over increased and air pollution, light pollution and
noise (and knock on effect for health) near to residents of Pucklechurch,
Shortwood, the local area in general and the school. Notes that a
children's playground is located close to the proposed road.

•

Noise – Residents within Hinton and Feltham would suffer because of
increased traffic entering and existing Pucklechurch. Shortwood would
become surrounded by roads.

•

Environment – General concerns about the impacts of the Eastern route
on wildlife, plants and conservation projects, including on SSSI.

•

Views – Concern about the impact of the route on views. Opinion that
building a road near Pucklechurch would be akin to vandalism.

•

Property – Concern about the demolition and damage to homes and
allotments near both of the proposed Eastern routes (in particular
Alignment B), as well as harm to listed buildings caused by increased
traffic. Concern over impact on house prices, including in Pucklechurch,
there may be individuals who will consider legal action in order to cover
their loss in property price. The Eastern proposal is causing some house
sales to potentially fall through, for example in Shortwood and
Pucklechurch. People moved to the area because they want to live in a
rural environment rather than the suburbs, some people may move away
from the area as a result. People have invested in their properties on the
basis that these will be protected by the Green Belt and Conservation
Areas.

D

•

Social
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Rural character – Concern that a new road and any associated
development would destroy the character and charm of the village of
Pucklechurch. Unique village communities will be destroyed by
development. Rural setting and Green Belt preventing further
development was one of the reasons that they moved to the area.

•

Community – Community in Pucklechurch, Parkfield and The Vale would
be damaged and divided with Pucklechurch and Parkfield cut off from
each other. There is a strong community here which would be devastated
by a road right next to it. Community values would be harmed.
Pucklechurch has already done a lot for the area, eg accommodated a sex
offenders prison and should not have to make further sacrifices.

•

Schools – Concern about impact of road on property and knock on effect
on decisions about schooling. Concern that development will put extra
pressure on village services. The new road will potentially be built very
close to the village school. Concern about children having to leave their
school and friends if this route went ahead. The Eastern route would make
the walk to school difficult for some children who will have to cross the
new road.

•

Other modes – Bus services will be disrupted which many people rely on as
their only independent mode of transport form the village. People won’t
be able to walk their dogs and have a walk in the countryside. Concern
over harm to/removal of public rights of way, bridleways and cycle paths,
eg between Pucklechurch and Parkfield, these are used by the community.

ra
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•

Accidents – Any accidents on the new road will cause traffic to divert
through Pucklechurch.

•

Rat-running – Any route must deter shortcuts through Pucklechurch.

D

•

In addition, within the pre-consultation correspondence, a number of other comments and questions
were posed. Some respondents asked for further details relating to the scope of the study and the
rationale behind the routes. Others drew the study teams’ attention to information and
documentation. Concerns about the study/consultation process were also expressed, as well as the
view that the study was not a good use of tax payers’ money.
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6 Summary and Next Steps
6.1 Summary of feedback
This final section provides a very high-level summary of the main topics and comments that were
noted in respect of the Western and Eastern routes and, for the Eastern routes, Alignments A and B.
Given the very large amount of feedback received, it is important that this summary is read alongside
the more detailed overview provided in the previous Chapters. It is therefore intended to provide a
convenient, at-a-glance summary only.
As shown within the previous sections of this report, within the various types of feedback received a
wide range of opinions and comments have been noted. The following list summarises, in broad
terms and no particular order, the range of topics that were mentioned in the feedback:
The need for a junction

•

Impact on traffic flow and congestion (both positive and negative)

•

Appropriateness of location

•

Fit with policy

•

Impact on the Green Belt

•

Likelihood of additional future development as a result of a new junction being delivered

•

Opportunities for additional links (in particular to Yate)

•

Cost and value for money

•

Impacts during construction

•

Impact on individual businesses (including farms) and wider economic areas (both positive
and negative)

•
•
•

ra
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•

Environmental impact, across a range of topics, including the historic environment
Community impact, including comments on sense of community and village identity
Impact to individual properties and landowners
Impact on rural roads

•

Impact on particular journeys

•

Alternative options or strategies

•

The study process and the consultation, in particular concerns around the presentation of
information and the subjectivity of the presentation

Taking all of the feedback received into account, the following concluding key messages have been
drawn out by the project team:
• The Western route was preferred in the consultation in comparison to the Eastern route. 51% of
respondents to Question 3 of the questionnaire stated that they preferred the Western route
(compared to 16% who preferred the Eastern route). However, the questionnaire comments,
letters and emails received show that in some cases residents saw the Western route as ‘the least
worst option’. The Western route was generally seen as being more appropriately located, better
placed to serve the main urban area and less damaging to the environment, the Green Belt and
communities, compared to the Eastern route.
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• Within the questionnaire, 17% of respondents to Question 3, stated that they preferred the
Eastern route (in comparison to 51% who preferred the Western route). The comments submitted
via the questionnaire, letters and emails shows that a wide range of people and organisations
object strongly to the principle of an Eastern route. The Eastern junction location was seen as
unsustainable, and not well suited to serving the main Bristol urban area. Key concerns related to
impacts on the Green Belt, the countryside, Pucklechurch, the environment in general (with
particular concerns around landscape, ecology and the historic environment) and traffic routing
along minor roads. The consultation feedback indicates that taking forward an Eastern route
would generate considerable challenge and objection.
• 22% of respondents to question 5 of the questionnaire stated that if an Eastern route were to be
constructed, they would prefer Eastern alignment A. However, the letters and emails received, as
noted above, highlight a large number of significant concerns about this alignment and the Eastern
routes in general.
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• 4% of questionnaire respondents to Question 5 indicated a preference for Eastern alignment B
(although it was noted that some respondents may have confused alignments A and B). Within the
questionnaire comments and the letters and emails received many very significant concerns were
raised about the impacts of this option, most notably on land, property and business, the Green
Belt, Pucklechurch, listed buildings, Conservation Areas, community and quality of life. The
consultation feedback suggests that taking forward Eastern Alignment B could generate
considerable opposition from local residents and some key organisations.

ra

• While relatively few letters and emails were received in relation to the Western route, those that
were submitted highlight important issues that would require attention should this route be taken
forward. For example, while the feedback showed that the Western route was perceived by many
to have fewer impacts on residential property and individual businesses than the Eastern route,
some respondents noted that the Western route would have potentially negative impacts on their
businesses or property and made clear that for those involved these impacts are very significant.
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• The consultation feedback shows that respondents are keen to better understand why a junction
is required at all, and why a junction is the better strategy compared to other possible spending
plans. The JTS provides some of this rationale. The Strategic Outline Business Case will also
address this.
• The consultation feedback shows that many respondents do not support the principle of a new
junction 18a in any location. Serious concerns were expressed around the likelihood of a new
junction attracting additional traffic and feedback also showed that some respondents felt that the
benefits a new junction would bring did not justify the costs or impact on the environment.
Respondents commented that they would prefer to see investment in alternatives, such as an
enhanced public transport system or that the junction should be examined alongside other JTS
schemes.
• The feedback received highlights that many people have found the consultation on the options
emotionally distressing and that these people are keen to see decisions on options made soon, so
that their situation is clear.
In order to draw together the comments reported in the various sections of this report:
•

Table 6-1 summaries the comments made about the Western route.

•

Table 6-2 summarises the comments made about the Eastern route.

•

Table 6-3 summarises the comments made specifically about Eastern Route Alignment A.

•

Table 6-4 summarises the comments made specifically about Eastern Route Alignment B.
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As within previous sections, in Table 6-1 to Table 6-4, comments are grouped under the DfT business
case headings in order to provide a clear structure and process for summarising.
Table 6-1 summaries the comments made about the Western route. Note that many of the issues
relate to a comparison with the Eastern route.
Table 6-1: High level summary of comments about the Western Route (taking information given in all formats)

Comments raised –
generally for

Comments raised – generally
against

Strategic

•

Logical location

•

•

Infrastructure already
in place

•

Location within already
congested area/close to
large residential
communities

Consistent with
previous plans

•

•

Too close to existing
motorway junctions

Less impact on the
Green Belt

•

•

Less risk of additional
development in Green
Belt

Existing infrastructure
considered adequate,
additional infrastructure
not needed

•

Better opportunity to
link to Yate

•

Likely to become
congested very quickly

•

Will lead to increase in
traffic

ra

•
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Business Cases

Better meets Scheme
objectives, in
particular, greater
relief to congestion on
M4/M32/A4174

D

•

Better links to other
local Schemes

Financial

•

Better value for
money/good long-term
solution

•

Too expensive

•

Large cost associated
with realigning the
motorway

Delivery/management

•

Less disruptive to
build/less new highway
required

•

Some disruption to
existing routes

Economy

•

Greater potential for
economic benefit and
to help unlock
economic potential

•

Direct adverse impact on
individual local
businesses

•

Benefits existing
employment areas
including the Science
Park and Emerald Park
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Environment

Social

Comments raised –
generally for

Comments raised – generally
against

•

Beneficial impact on
existing road
infrastructure

•

Less environmentally
damaging

•

Less impact on
countryside, landscape,
heritage, rural
character

•

Lesser impact on rural
communities,
especially Pucklechurch

•

Lesser impact/landtake
on private
properties/land

•

Better suits some
journeys

•

Less risk of increasing
accident frequency

Concern around ratrunning

•

Some land take from
private property/some
impact on property
values

Increase traffic/pollution
for Lyde Green and
Emersons Green

•

Junction would
exacerbate existing
problems for Lyde Green
residents re congestion,
severance

ra

•

•

ft

Business Cases

•

Fewer residents
located near to
polluting roads

D

•

•

Realigning motorway
takes route further
from Lyde Green area

92

Likely to impact
Westereigh village

Table 6-2 summarises the comments made about the Eastern route. Note that many of the issues are
a comparison with the Western route.
Table 6-2: High level summary of comments about the Eastern Route (taking information given in all formats)

Business Cases

Comments raised – generally for

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

•

Away from Bristol urban area –
further from large built up
areas of Lyde Green and
Emersons Green

•

Not considered a genuine or
deliverable option

•

Illogical, unsustainable location,
too far from urban area

Takes traffic away from an
already congested area,
especially M4, M5, M32,
A4174, Hicks Gate, Lyde Green
and Emersons Green

•

Does not satisfy study objectives
or tackle current congestion
issues

•

Does not improve access to main
housing/employment areas

•

Impact on Green Belt

•

Makes area vulnerable to further
unwanted development, will lead
to coalescence

•

•

Provides opportunity for
further development

•

Provides easier access to the
motorway from Keynsham,
Saltford and Bath

•

Considered contrary to planning
policy

•

Will lead to increase in traffic

Lower cost

•

Avoids cost of re-aligning the
motorway

Cheaper but destructive in other
ways

•

Concern that costs are not
comparable between Eastern and
Western routes

•

Concern that costs outweigh the
benefits of any junction

Can be built off line so less
disruptive to existing routes

•

More new road – longer to deliver

•

Potential impact on utilities

Improves motorway access for
some businesses

•

Would significantly impact on
some local businesses, potentially
affecting viability/business future

•

Less direct benefit to main
employment areas, eg Science
Park

•

Impacts on productive agricultural
land/farms

•

Does not address congestion
issues.

•

D

•

ft

•

ra

Financial

New route would be less
congested (than Western
route)

Delivery/mana
gement

•

Economy

•
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Business Cases

Environment

•

Takes traffic/pollution etc away
from Emersons Green and Lyde
Green

Comments raised – generally against
•

Greater increase in vehicle kms

•

Significant impacts including on
historic environment, landscape
views and landscape character,
countryside, water resources,
wildlife, views, noise, air quality,
and health

•

Likely significant impact on
numerous PROW
Direct impact on a number of
private properties/impact on
property values

•

Suits some journeys better

•

•

Less impact on residents in
Lyde Green and Emersons
Green

•

Impacts on Traveller sites

•

Proposals have caused significant
anxiety and distress

D

ra

ft

Social

Comments raised – generally for

•

Significant impact on village
communities, rural character and
quality of life, effectively dividing
the village of Pucklechurch

•

Concerns about knock on effect of
traffic on rural roads

•

Safety impact especially at
Pucklechurch School

•

Makes walking, cycling and horse
riding more difficult and has
negative impact on enjoyment of
the countryside

•

Negative impacts on accessibility
to local amenities

•

Increased journey times for some

•

Concern will increase accidents

Table 6-3 summarises the comments made specifically about Eastern Route Alignment A. Note that
many issues raised are in comparison to Alignment B and that many of the issues set out in Table 6-2
relating to the Eastern route in general also apply to Alignment A, therefore it is important to read
Table 6-3 alongside Table 6-2
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Table 6-3: High level summary of specific comments about the Eastern Route, Alignment A (taking information
given in all formats)

Comments raised – generally for

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

•

More logical route than B,
shorter and more direct

•

Greater impact on Green Belt

•

•

Away from built up area

Greater risk of unwanted
additional development

•

Gives best potential for
development

•

Provides dual-carriageway

Financial

•

Middle ground in terms of cost

•

Money better spent on
alternatives

Delivery/mana
gement

•

Built off-line so less disruptive
(than Western route)

None noted

Economy

•

Will provide sufficient access
for businesses

•

Greater impact on
farms/agricultural land

•

Improved traffic flow in local
area

•

Impact on established local
businesses

•

Further from populated areas –
lesser noise/air quality impact

•

Greater impact on
landscape/countryside than B

Less impact on historic
environment than B (but still
significant)

•

Impact on heritage, including
Conservation Areas and Listed
Buildings

Middle ground environmental
impact

•

Impact on rural character

•

Less impact on property

•

•

Less direct impact on
community/Pucklechurch than
B

Impact to private
properties/property values

•

Suits some personal journeys

•

Takes traffic out of Emersons
Green/Lyde Green

•

Less impact on walkers and
cyclists

•

D

•

ra

Environment

ft

Business Cases

Social

Table 6-4 summarises the comments made about Eastern Route Alignment B. Note that many of the
issues raised are in comparison to Alignment A and that many of the issues set out in Table 6-2
relating to the Eastern route in general also apply to Alignment B therefore it is important to read
Table 6-4 alongside Table 6-2.
Table 6-4: High level summary of specific comments about the Eastern Route, Alignment B (taking information
given in all formats)
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Business Cases

Comments raised – generally for

Comments raised – generally against

Strategic

•

Less impact on Green Belt than
A

•

•

Less risk of additional
unwanted development than A

Route considered illogical and
undeliverable – more than other
options

•

Contrary to planning policy

•

Money better spent on
alternatives

Financial

•

Lowest cost of all options

Delivery/mana
gement

•

Shorter more direct route

Economy

•

Less impact on open/green
space

•

Lesser impact on
landscape/countryside than A

•

Single carriageway will cause
queues

•

Significant impact on established
local businesses, potentially
impacting on business viability

•

Significant impact to heritage
including Conservation Areas and
Listed Buildings

ft

Environment

None noted

Significant impact on rural
character

•

Residential properties closer to
source of noise, air quality and
light pollution

•

Significant impact to private
properties/property values (more
than Alignment A and Western
route)

•

Significant impact to community,
quality of life, rural feel of
Pucklechurch, effectively splitting
the village

•

Significant impact to Pucklechurch
village

•

Significant impact on opportunity
for walking and cycling

ra

•

Suits some personal journeys

D

Social

•

6.2 How this information has been used
The responses to this consultation have been used, alongside the findings of technical assessments
and appraisal, to inform this study.
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D

ra

ft

Table 6-5 outlines how the different types of comments reported in this document have been
considered within this study.
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Table 6-5: How different types of comments have been dealt with by the project team

Type of comment made
Factual information on existing
situation or constraints. For
example, details of designations.

How this has been handled by the project team
Where comments raised new issues/highlighted new
information or perceived errors the information provided
has been reviewed and verified and, where appropriate to
this stage of the project, incorporated into baseline
analysis which is included as part of this study.
This has, for example, included inclusion of additional
information on the overall constraints plan and into
technical assessments, where appropriate.

Comments on the scope of this
study/level/detail of analysis.

ra

Suggestion of alternative
option/route that could be
considered.

ft

Opinions on the likely impacts of
options.

Where information received was very detailed and not
appropriate for this stage of the project, information has
been noted and stored for future stages of the project.
Opinions shared as part of this consultation have been
considered alongside the findings of the strategic,
financial, management, commercial and economic
sections of this study.
These comments have been considered as part of
producing the Strategic Outline Business Case and will be
used in future phases of the project.
These have been fed into the study, and will be included
as part of the assessment presented within the Option
Assessment Report where appropriate/within the scope
of the study.
All feedback on consultation processes will be used by
SGC and to inform future consultation exercises.

D

Comment/criticism on the
appropriateness or quality of the
consultation process.
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Appendix A – Additional equalities data
The data below was collected in Questions 14 to 18 of the questionnaire.
Table A.1 – Question 14: Age of respondents
Number

18 or under

3

19-24

26

25-44

454

45-64

460

65-74

179

Over 75

51

Prefer not to say

60

Number who responded to this question

1,233

Table A.2 – Question 15: gender

Female
Male
Prefer not to say

Number

ra

Category

ft

Category

476
670
53

1,199

D

Number who responded to this question

99

Table A.3– Question 16: do you consider yourself to be disabled?
Number

No

1098

Prefer not to say

61

Yes - Physical impairment, such as difficulty
using arms or mobility issues which may mean
using a wheelchair or crutches

32

Yes - Sensory impairment such as being blind/
having serious visual impairment, or being deaf/
having a serious hearing impairment

9

Yes - Mental health condition, such as
depression, anxiety or schizophrenia

7

Yes - Learning disability/difficulty (such as
Down's Syndrome, dyslexia, dyspraxia) or
cognitive impairment (such as autistic spectrum
disorder)

5

Yes - Long standing illness or health condition,
such as cancer, HIV, diabetes, chronic heart
disease or epilepsy

22

Yes – other

4

ra

ft

Category

1,238

D

Number who responded to this question

100

Table A.4 – Question 17: Ethnicity of respondents
Number

Arab/Arab British -

-

Arab/Arab British - Bangladeshi

-

Asian/Asian British - Indian

3

Asian/Asian British – Pakistani

1

Asian/Asian British – Chinese

4

Asian/Asian British - Other

6

Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - African

1

Black/African/Caribbean/Black British –
Caribbean

1

Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - Other

1

Gypsy or traveller of Irish Heritage

1

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups – White and Asian

5

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups – White and Black
Afican

3

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups – White and Black
Carribean

5

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups - Other

2

White – English/Wesh/Scottish/Northern
Irish/British

1012

White – Irish

9

D

ra

ft

Category

White – Other

28

Other ethnic group

3

Prefer not to say

125

Number who responded to this question

1,210

101

Table A.5 – Question 18: Employment status
Number

Employed full time

627

Employed part time

151

Self employed/freelance

119

Unemployed

7

Government funder training
course/apprenticeship

3

Student

14

Away from work (ill, maternity leave, holiday or
temporarily laid off)

8

Looking after home/family

48

Long term sick/disabled

2

Retired

264

Prefer not to say
Other

ft

Category

63
8

1,237

D

ra

Number who responded to this question

102

M4 Junction 18a Link
Consultation Survey
The emerging Joint Transport Study for the West of England has identified a
comprehensive package of transport improvements for the area. One of the schemes in
this package is a new motorway junction between M4 Junction 18 and Junction 19
(Junction ‘18a’), and an associated link road to the A4174 Ring Road. The scheme would
help tackle congestion problems in the north-east fringe of Bristol and help businesses
operate more efficiently.
The study is considering potential locations for a new junction and link to the Ring Road.
Two options have been identified that seek to avoid properties and important
environmental sites. They are called the ‘Western’ option and the ‘Eastern’ option.
Subject to feasibility, funding and consent, the junction and link road would be constructed
from 2025.
South Gloucestershire Council would like to hear your views on the route options. To have
your say please complete this short survey and ensure we receive your response by
Monday 16th October 2017
Q1

How often do you currently use the following roads:
Never

A few times a A few days a 1-2 days per
year
month
week

3+ days per
week

A4174 ring road between M32
junction and A4 Bath Road/
Keynsham Bypass roundabout
M32
M4 between J18 (Bath) and J19
(Bristol)
M4 between J19 (Bristol) and J20
(Almondsbury and M5)
B4465 or Feltham Road
Westerleigh Road

Q2

Thinking about each option, how often would you use the new J18a and link road?
Eastern option

Never
A few times a year
A few days a month
1-2 days per week
3+ days per week
Don't know

Western option

Q3

What is your preferred option for the location of J18a and the link road to the A4147?
Western route
Eastern route
No preference/ either
Neither route/ none of the above

Q4

Please tell us why this your preferred option:

Q5

If the Eastern route was to be constructed, which alignment do you prefer?
Alignment A
Alignment B
No preference/ either
Neither alignment A or B/ none of the above

Q6

Please tell us why this is your preference for the Eastern route:

Q7

Thinking about the Western Route, what kind of impact do you feel the completed road
and junction would have on the following:
Very
negative
impact

Some
negative
impact

No impact

Some
positive
impact

Very
positive
impact

Don't know

The environment
Traffic and congestion
Buses
Cyclists
Pedestrians
Local residents
Local businesses

Q8

Now thinking about the Eastern Route (either alignment), what kind of impact do you feel
the completed road and junction would have on the following:
Very
negative
impact

The environment
Traffic and congestion
Buses
Cyclists
Pedestrians
Local residents
Local businesses

Some
negative
impact

No impact

Some
positive
impact

Very
positive
impact

Don't know

Q9

If you have any other comments about the options for J18a and link road please let us
know:

About You
Q10

Are you responding...?
As an individual
On behalf of an organisation

If you are responding on behalf of an organisation, please tell us its name:

Q11

Which of the following descriptions apply to you?
(Please tick all that apply)
User of local shops, services or education in
the area

Local resident
Local business owner

Interested in buying a property in the area

Local employee

Town or Parish Council

Commuter though the area

South Gloucestershire Council employee

Regular visitor

Voluntary, community sector organisation

Q12

Please tell us the full postcode of your home address:

Q13

Please tell us the full postcode of the destination you most frequently travel to, or if you do
not know the postcode please state the name of the organisation and location

This section is really important as it helps us to gain a better understanding of the needs of
different transport users, the views of different people and how they could be impacted by
any changes. This information will remain confidential and will be used for analysis
purposes only. Your personal information will not be published and individuals will not be
identified.
If you are responding on behalf of an organisation you do not need to answer these
questions.
Q14

Q15

Your age:
18 or under

25 - 44

65 - 74

19 - 24

45 - 64

Over 75

Your gender:
Female
Male
Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

Q16

Do you consider yourself to be disabled?
No
Prefer not to say

Yes - Mental health condition, such as
depression, anxiety or schizophrenia

Yes - Physical impairment, such as difficulty
using arms or mobility issues which may
mean using a wheelchair or crutches

Yes - Learning disability/difficulty (such as
Down's Syndrome, dyslexia, dyspraxia) or
cognitive impairment (such as autistic
spectrum disorder)

Yes - Sensory impairment such as being
blind/ having serious visual impairment, or
being deaf/ having a serious hearing
impairment

Yes - Long standing illness or health
condition, such as cancer, HIV, diabetes,
chronic heart disease or epilepsy
Yes - Other (please state)

Other, please tell us:

Q17

Your ethnicity:
Arab/Arab British

Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups – White & Asian

Asian/Asian British – Bangladeshi

Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups – White & Black
African
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups – White & Black
Caribbean
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups – Other (please
state)
White – English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern
Irish/British

Asian/Asian British – Indian
Asian/Asian British – Pakistani
Asian/Asian British – Chinese
Asian/Asian British – Other (please state)
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British –
African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British –
Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British – Other
(please state)

White – Irish
White – Other (please state)
Other ethnic group (please state)
Prefer not to say

Gypsy or Traveller of Irish Heritage

Other, please tell us:

Q18

Which of the following apply to you?
(Please tick all that apply)
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Self employed/ freelance
Unemployed
Government funded training course/
apprenticeship
Student

Away from work (ill, maternity leave, holiday
or temporarily laid off)
Looking after home/family
Long term sick/disabled
Retired
Prefer not to say
Other

Thank you for taking the time to respond to this survey. Please return this survey or any
comments by post to:
FREEPOST RTXL-YHGY-GSYS, South Gloucestershire Council, ECS M4J18a
Consultation, Council Offices, Badminton Road, Yate, BRISTOL, BS37 5AF
Please ensure that we receive responses by or on Monday 16th October 2017
Any personal information that you have supplied will be held by South Gloucestershire Council in accordance with the
Data Protection Act. This information will only be used as part of this exercise and personal information will not be
published or passed onto any other organisation.

M4 Junction 18a
Link Study
Consultation Document
August 2017

M4 J18a Link Study

Introduction
This document provides information about a
possible new motorway junction on the M4
between Bath and Bristol (Junction 18a), and an
associated new or improved link to the A4174
ring road.
The Department for Transport (DfT) has provided
funding for South Gloucestershire Council to carry
out a feasibility study. The DfT has a set process for
assessing whether a transport scheme should go
ahead, which South Gloucestershire Council,
working in partnership with Highways England (the
organisation responsible for motorways), must
adhere to.
An important part of the feasibility study process is
to:
• Examine alternative route options
• Assess how they meet the scheme objectives
• See if they are feasible
• See if they provide value for money
• See if they would be deliverable
A key part of feasibility is to obtain feedback from
communities on the possible route options. We
would like to hear your views on the route options
presented in this consultation.
Full details on how to respond to this consultation
are shown at the back of this leaflet and at
http://www.southglos.gov.uk/m4j18a
Please ensure all feedback reaches us by
Monday 16 October 2017.
The feasibility study will be completed in March
2018, when it is due to be considered by South
Gloucestershire Councillors, before the next steps
are agreed.
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The scheme objectives are to:
• Relieve congestion to M4 Junction 19 and
M32 Junction 1, and on the A4174 ring road
• Improve safety by reducing congestion
related collisions on M4 Junction 19 and M32
Junction 1, and on the A4174 ring road
• Unlock the economic potential in the
north-east Bristol Fringe, particularly within
Science, Technology and Innovation sectors
• Minimise the impact of traffic/infrastructure
on the environment and, where possible,
deliver opportunities for environmental
improvements
• Improve transport network resilience and
journey time reliability
• Protect and enhance access for non-car
modes

M4 J18a Link Study

Need for the Scheme
The M4, M32, A4174 ring road and other routes in the north-east
fringe of Bristol are well known for congestion, delays and incidents.
These strategic highway roads were completed over two decades ago
and are unable to cope with the volume of traffic that now uses them,
particularly during peak periods.
Several important studies and policy documents acknowledge the
need for this scheme, and provide support for it. These include:
• South Gloucestershire Core Strategy (adopted December 2013)
• Joint Transport Study for the West of England

Core Strategy
The South Gloucestershire Core Strategy (adopted December 2013)
supports the addition of a new M4 Junction 18a and link to the ring road.

Joint Transport Study
The emerging Joint Transport Study Vision has identified a comprehensive package of transport improvements
for the West of England area and includes a proposed new motorway junction between M4 Junction 18 and
Junction 19 (Junction ‘18a’), and an associated new link road to the A4174 ring road.
The scheme would help tackle congestion problems in the north-east fringe of Bristol and help businesses
operate more efficiently. The Joint Transport Study recognises the need for the scheme to deal more
effectively with current and future traffic levels.
The emerging Joint Transport Study Vision also
recommends a package of complementary
transport measures, including:
• Extending the MetroBus network
• Additional Park & Ride sites
• New and improved strategic cycle routes
• A new highway link to Yate
• Creating a new orbital highway route between the
A4 at Hicks Gate and the A37 (to improve routes
to/from Bristol International Airport).

The Joint Transport Study is currently
being produced by:
• Bath and North East Somerset Council
• Bristol City Council
• North Somerset Council
• South Gloucestershire Council
It sets out a transport vision to 2036.

The M4 Junction 18a Link would complement these transport measures and could provide further
opportunities to enhance sustainable modes of transport by moving car trips from other roads to the new
junction and link road.
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M4 J18a Link Study

Overall Transport Vision
Alignments in this plan are shown for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to indicate specific
alignments. This plan is taken from the Joint Transport Study Vision and shows the wide package of
transport measures, including Junction 18a.
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M4 J18a Link Study

Joint Spatial Plan
The West of England - Joint Spatial Plan will set out a prospectus for sustainable growth to help the region
meet its housing and transport needs between now and 2036.
This feasibility study assumes that future development is located only where proposed by the Joint Spatial
Plan and the South Gloucestershire Core Strategy (adopted December 2013). There will be consultation on
the emerging Joint Spatial Plan in Autumn 2017.
More information is available at https://www.jointplanningwofe.org.uk

Area of search and route options
Motorway junctions are not normally permitted
within 2km of an existing motorway junction under
current motorway design standards, so the study
started by considering a number of broad options
for a new junction and link between Westerleigh
Road at Lyde Green and Pucklechurch. The
Consultation Leaflet shows the initial options.
Two options were rejected, Option 2 and
Option 4a, b and c (refer to map on page 6):
• The route originally proposed by Avon County
Council (Option 2). A new motorway junction
would now need to avoid the inland fuel
distribution centre, national grid infrastructure,
listed buildings and environmental features along
the disused railway. The resultant design would
need extensive slip-roads and would require land
from the Green Belt and from the Lyde Green
development site. The removal of land from the
development site would mean an alternative
development site could need to be found in South
Gloucestershire.
• Further combined route options were investigated
(Option 4a, b and c) to determine whether
separate M4 junctions with connected east and
west facing slips. This included two separate
smaller width link connections to the A4174 ring
road. These were rejected due to both the level of
cost and impacts exceeding other options.

The two options remaining are:
• A Western option (Option 1) that moves the M4
north to provide space to build a new junction; it
then uses an improved Westerleigh Road to the
A4174 Ring Road adjacent to Lyde Green.
Improvements are also made to the Ring Road
junctions as far as the Hicks Gate Junction with the
A4 Bath Road.
• An Eastern option with two sub-options (Option
3a and 3b) that propose building a link road and
junction to the north and west of Pucklechurch.
This would require the creation of a new highway,
but a new motorway junction could be
accommodated without the need to move the M4.
The eastern route sub options are:
–Eastern
–
Option A – a new link is routed through
the open countryside to the west of
Pucklechurch.
Our initial assessment shows that this option has
potential to meet the scheme objectives, but it
would have some adverse impacts.
–Eastern
–
Option B – a new link was routed
immediately adjacent to the outskirts of
Pucklechurch.
Our initial assessment shows that this route
option has a number of constraints and would be
difficult to deliver without severe adverse
impacts on the local community. However, we
have included this alignment in the consultation
so we can hear your views.
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Route options initially considered by the feasibility study

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database right 2016
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Route options being consulted on
The below map includes the two route options that are being considered for the feasibility study.
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Western route
This option includes:
• A new motorway
roundabout junction would
be provided north of the M4
at Westerleigh Road

NEW MOTORWAY ROUNDABOUT
JUNCTION
M4
REALIGNMENT OF M4

• The M4 would be moved
northwards affecting the
Green Belt
• Westerleigh Road would
become a dual carriageway
between the ring road and
the new motorway junction
• Lyde Green, Rosary and
Dramway roundabouts
would be improved on the
ring road

LYDE GREEN
ROUNDABOUT

ROSARY ROUNDABOUT

DRAMWAY ROUNDABOUT
A4174 RING ROAD

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database right 2016
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Traffic impacts of the Western Route Option
We have predicted traffic flows for the year 2036, with and without the scheme options. These forecasts
include general background traffic growth and growth resulting from new developments included in the
emerging Joint Spatial Plan and Core Strategy.
The changes in traffic volumes, if the Western Option was constructed, are shown on the map below.

A432

Western Op�on
Change in Daily Flow

A46

Large Increase
Medium Increase
4

17

A4

A420

Medium Decrease
Large Decrease

Traffic impacts on local roads also include:
• An increase in traffic to north of Pucklechurch, and a moderate decrease in traffic through Pucklechurch
centre and Abson. A significant decrease through Hinton and a slight increase through Siston and
Shortwood.
• An increase in traffic on roads to Westerleigh.
• A decrease in traffic through Yate and on the A432 to the north. Increase in traffic to the south of Yate.
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Eastern route
For Options A and B:
• A new motorway roundabout junction would be provided at Westerleigh Road, B4465 north of
Pucklechurch
• A new dual carriageway link road would be provided for Option A
• A new dual carriageway link road would be provided for Option B, with the exception of a single lane
carriageway through Pucklechurch
• A new grade-separated junction (like a bridge such as at J18 Tormarton) would be provided on the A4174
ring road between Dramway roundabout and Siston Hill roundabout
• The Dramway roundabout is improved
• Connections to Pucklechurch are included
Option A is aligned away from Pucklechurch to minimise impact of the new infrastructure on the village.
Option B is located on the outskirts of the village, to minimise the impact on the natural environment.
Option A is located within Green Belt and Option B is mostly located within Green Belt.

NEW MOTORWAY ROUNDABOUT
JUNCTION

OPTION A
OPTION B
DRAMWAY
ROUNDABOUT

NEW EASTERN
JUNCTION

NEW DUAL CARRIAGEWAY
LINK ROAD

10

CONNECTIONS TO
PUCKLECHURCH
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Traffic impacts of the Eastern Route Option
We have predicted traffic flows for the year 2036, with and without the scheme options. These forecasts
include general background traffic growth and growth resulting from new developments included in the
emerging Joint Spatial Plan and Core Strategy.
The changes in traffic volumes, if the Eastern Option A or B were to be constructed, are shown on the map
below.

A432

Eastern Op�on
Change in Daily Flow

A46

Large Increase
Medium Increase
4

17

A4

A420

Medium Decrease
Large Decrease

Traffic impacts on local roads also include:
• A significant traffic reduction within Pucklechurch and significant traffic flows along the western side of
the village on the new link. A significant decrease through Hinton and Abson and moderate increase
through Siston. A significant decrease towards A4174 ring road. Slight decrease eastbound through
Shortwood but slight increase westbound.
• A reduction on Westerleigh Road (on section that links to ring road). Significant increase in traffic on
eastern section of Westerleigh Road.
• A decrease in traffic through Yate and on the A432 to the north. Increase in traffic to the south of Yate.
Slightly greater decreases/increases than Western Option.
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Ring road and other improvements
Improvements to the junctions
south of the Dramway
roundabout are proposed to
allow for the increased traffic on
the ring road generated by the
both the Western and Eastern
scheme options.

Improvements to be delivered alongside the
junction and link
Both options would need the following:
• Extension of the ‘managed motorway’ (variable speed limits and
hard-shoulder) up to and including the new Junction 18a
• Significant improvements to all junctions on the ring road from
Dramway roundabout down to and including the A4 Hicks Gate
junction

Areas that will be affected
include:
• Lyde Green roundabout

• Improvements to the local highway network where required

• The Rosary roundabout

• Preservation of public rights of way and cycle paths

• Dramway roundabout

• Incorporation of new cycle and foot paths where required

• Siston Hill roundabout

• Protection of bus routes

• Deanery Road roundabout
• Woodstock roundabout

• Future-proofing for other complementary schemes identified in
the Joint Transport Study

• Kingsfield roundabout

• Environmental mitigation measures

• Hicks Gate

DEANERY ROAD ROUNDABOUT

WOODSTOCK ROUNDABOUT

KINGSFIELD ROUNDABOUT

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database right 2016

HICKS GATE ROUNDABOUT
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Meeting scheme objectives
The Western option and Eastern options meet most of the objectives to varying degrees, but would also
have some adverse impacts. The tables show how the options meet the scheme objectives and have local
impacts.
Objective
Relieve congestion to
M4 J19 and M32 J1, and
on the A4174.

Improve safety by
reducing congestion
related collisions on M4
J19 and M32 J1, and on
the A4174 ring road.
Unlock the economic
potential in the
north-east Bristol Fringe,
particularly within
Science, Technology and
Innovation sectors.
Improve network
resilience and journey
time reliability.

Protect and enhance
access for non-car
modes.

Western route
Potential to significantly
relieve congestion at M4
J19 and on A4174 ring
road at Hambrook.
Potential moderate
increases in congestion
at M4 J20 and the M4
mainline between J20
and J19, and the A4147
ring road between
Deanery and Lyde Green
roundabouts.
Reduction in queueing
on M4, resulting in less
collisions.

Eastern route (Option A) Eastern route (Option B)
Potential to significantly Same as Option A.
relieve ring road
congestion at M4 J19
and provide moderate
relief to A4174 ring road
at Hambrook. Potential
for a slight increase in
congestion at M4 J20.
Neutral impact to
southern section of
A4174 ring road.

Good direct access
between M4 and Science
Park and Lyde Green
businesses would
increase attractiveness
for businesses.
Significant benefits for
the M4, M32 and A4174
ring road around
Hambrook. Increased
pressure on
Almondsbury
interchange and A4174
ring road towards Hicks
Gate.
Public Rights of Way
would be maintained,
with local diversions if
required. Cycle routes in
the scheme. Bus routes
would not be affected.

Less direct access
Same as Option A.
between M4 and Lyde
Green businesses would
provide some increase in
attractiveness for
businesses.
Significant benefits for
Same as Option A.
the M4, M32 and A4174
ring road at Hambrook
and Lyde Green.
Increased pressure on
Almondsbury
interchange and A4174
ring road towards Hicks
Gate.
Same as Western route. Same as Western route.

Similar to Western route. Similar to Western route.
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Objective
Minimise the impact of
traffic/infrastructure to
the environment and,
where possible, deliver
opportunities for
environmental
enhancement.

Western route
The four Noise
Important Areas* along
the A4174 ring road
between the M4 and
Shortwood Golf Club
would be impacted by
the scheme.
Part of junction and
eastern slip road lies
within flood zone 2 & 3.
Potential impacts to the
Folly Brook.
Loss of habitat including
a small area of mature
trees which line the Folly
Brook.
On the edge of an area of
existing built
development.
Impact on visual
amenity.

Eastern route (Option A)
The four Noise
Important Areas* along
the existing A4174 ring
road between the M4
and Shortwood Golf Club
would be impacted by
the scheme.
Potential impact to the
Folly Brook.
Loss of areas of
vegetation to
construction.
Potentially visible from
Cotswolds Area of
Outstanding Natural
Beauty.
Impacts to local
residents in terms of
visual amenity.

Eastern route (Option B)
The scheme is on the
outskirts is adjacent to
the west of
Pucklechurch.
There are a number of
listed structures along
the carriageway and high
concentrations of listed
structures within
Pucklechurch.
Impact on visual
amenity.

* We have shown the Noise Important Areas on the constraints maps. These are defined as the areas where
the 1% of the population live that are most impacted by the noise levels from major roads. The areas shown
are sourced from Defra's strategic noise maps.
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Cost of the scheme
The costs for the scheme options have been estimated and these high level estimates take into account
assumptions for the construction requirements and approach.
The initial cost estimates for the scheme options at current 2017 prices are:
• Western route - £446 million
• Eastern route Option A - £348 million
• Eastern route Option B – £328 million
Western route
Scheme development costs
Extension of managed motorway
New motorway junction
Motorway realignment
Westerleigh Rd improvements
Ring Road junction improvements
New highway links
Allowance for consequential improvements to
other local roads
Allowance for environmental mitigation
Allowance for third-party enhancements
including off-site junction improvements and
ring road traffic sensors and variable message
signs
TOTAL

£46 million
£39 million
£54 million
£126 million
£43 million
£103 million
n/a
£9 million

Eastern route
(Option A)
£38 million
£63 million
£53 million
n/a
n/a
£61 million
£94 million
£12 million

Eastern route
(Option B)
£36 million
£63 million
£53 million
n/a
n/a
£61 million
£77 million
£12 million

£7 million
£19 million

£8 million
£19 million

£7 million
£19 million

£446 million

£348 million

£328 million

Land acquisition costs are included.
Initial estimates suggest that both scheme options should offer ‘high’ Value for Money (with a Benefit Cost
Ratio of more than 2 to 1) when scored against the DfT’s criteria and funding would need to be secured from
both national and local sources.
This includes allowances for both risk and contingency sums, taking into account national best practice
recommendations and the outcomes from recent local schemes. These costs and allowances reflect the
level of design that has been undertaken and allow for the environmental mitigation that has been
identified. Further work to refine these designs and costs will be carried out before the end of the study.
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Next Steps
The outcomes from this consultation and of the feasibility study will be reported in March 2018. The report
will be published.
The feasibility study will assess how the Western and Eastern options meet the scheme objectives and how
they meet the Government’s criteria for transport schemes.
These are:
• The strategic need for the scheme
• Value for money
• Financial affordability
• Whether they are achievable and deliverable
• Commercial viability
South Gloucestershire Councillors will consider the outcome of the study in March 2018.
If scheme funding is secured and scheme development progresses, the next steps would include:
• Preliminary design
• Environmental assessment
• Traffic surveys (following completion of the Bromley Heath Viaduct repairs)
• Consultation with the public, stakeholders and landowners
• Preparation of more detailed business case documents to check that the scheme remains viable and beneficial
The scheme would be classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under the Planning
Act 2008. This means the highway authorities would be required to make an application for a Development
Consent Order to gain authorisation to construct the scheme from the Secretary of State.
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A project of this scale (subject to funding) would have to follow the process below. It is envisaged consents
would be acquired through a Development Consent Order by 2024.
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Have your say
We would like to hear your views on the M4 Junction 18a Link Feasibilty Study route options at this early
stage of the study. These will be fed into the study report, which will be published in March 2018 and then
considered by South Gloucestershire Councillors.
All of the consultation material about the project is available at
http://www.southglos.gov.uk/m4j18a
Reference copies of this document are available in South Gloucestershire Council libraries
and one stop shops.
To provide your feedback:
We will be holding a series of drop-in sessions in September where the project team will be on hand to
explain the proposals and answer your questions. Please check http://www.southglos.gov.uk/m4j18a
or ask at local libraries or one stop shops for dates and venues.
You can also complete the online questionnaire available at:
http://www.southglos.gov.uk/m4j18a
Alternatively, you can email your comments to:
transport.policy@southglos.gov.uk
or write to:
Freepost RTXL-YHGY-GSYS
South Gloucestershire Council
ECS M4 J18a Consultation
Council Offices
Badminton Road
Yate
BRISTOL
BS37 5AF

Please ensure all feedback reaches us by Monday 16 October 2017.
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